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0 INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Purpose 

This Quality Assurance Program Description (QAPD) describes the plans and 
actions of the United States Department of Energy (DOE), Office of 
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM), to ensure that quality 
is achieved in developing, qualifying, and producing acceptable canistered waste 
forms for high-level radioactive waste. These canistered waste forms are being 
developed and qualified, and will be produced at DOE High-Level Waste 
processing facilities at the Savannah River, Hanford, Idaho, and West Valley 
sites.  

The quality assurance program as described in this QAPD has the following 
objectives: 

e High-level waste processing is achieved with a level of quality that is 
commensurate with EM's responsibility for protecting the health and safety 
of government employees, contractors, and the general public; protecting the 
environment and the government's investment; and efficiently and effectively 
using national resources.  

* Research and development activities; production processes, facilities, 
equipment, and services; and products by or for the government conform to 
defined requirements.  

0.2 Background 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 (as amended in 1987) authorized 
the acceptance, storage, and disposal of defense and civilian high-level 
radioactive waste in a geologic repository. The act authorized the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to establish regulations under which the 
repository would be licensed. Pursuant to that authority, the NRC issued 
regulations in Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 60, covering the 
repository, including performance of the waste packages and controlled release of 
radioactivity.  

To implement this law and to carry out the associated programs and projects, the 
Act provided for the establishment within DOE of the Office of Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management (RW), with the Director of that Office reporting 
to the Secretary of Energy. RW will be the licensee of the geologic repository and 
the recipient of the canistered waste forms from each waste form producer.
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Waste form producer organizations have been established for the purpose of 
processing high-level waste into canistered waste forms for disposal in a geologic 
repository. The major participants include DOE/EM Headquarters; the 
Savannah River, Richland, and Idaho Field Offices; and their management and 
operating contractors. These major participants are associated through 
organizational, administrative, or contractual arrangements such that a vertical 
tier relationship exists.  

To illustrate the vertical tier relationship, the waste form producer organization 
for Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) at the Savannah River Site 
connects downward from the DOE/EM Headquarters; to the DOE Field Office at 
Savannah River (SR) and its Defense Waste Processing Division; and to the 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC).  

The waste form producer organizations and RW are pursuing an integrated, 
four-step strategy for ensuring that canistered waste forms are acceptable for 
disposal in a geologic repository. This strategy is called the Waste Acceptance 
Process and consists of Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste 
Form Production, which are: 

" Preparing the Waste Acceptance Specifications (WAS) for the waste form, 
canister, canistered waste form, and quality assurance. These specifications 
were initially prepared by the RW Waste Acceptance Committee and issued 
for the Savannah River DWPF and West Valley Demonstration Project as 
Waste Acceptance Preliminary Specifications. These specifications were 
agreed upon by all involved DOE organizations. The documents describing 
the specifications are maintained under the RW configuration management 
process and are updated from time to time in developing canistered waste 
forms. The separate documents may eventually be combined and issued as 
the WAS applicable to all high-level waste processing facilities.  

" Preparing and implementing the Waste Form Compliance Plan (WCP), which 
describes the actions necessary to ensure that the processes, methods, and 
techniques (developed for waste form production) provide canistered waste 
forms that meet each requirement of the WAS.  

"* Collecting the information and data that result from executing the WCP and 
preparing the Waste Form Qualification Report (WQR), which demonstrates 
that the canistered waste forms can meet all aspects of the WAS.  

" Collecting the information and data that result from producing canistered 
waste forms, and assembling a Production Records (PR) package for each 
canistered waste form. The PR will ultimately demonstrate conformance to 
the WAS.
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The quality assurance strategy for controlling the Waste Acceptance Process 
Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production includes developing a quality 
assurance program consisting of the constituent quality assurance programs of 
each major participant in the composite organization. In accordance with the 
WAS, the participant programs will implement the quality assurance 
requirements specified for waste form producer organizations in DOE/RW-0214, 
"Quality Assurance Requirements Document." 

0.3 Scope 

This QAPD provides: (1) a detailed description of the internal EM-343 quality 
assurance program requirements for Waste Acceptance Process Activities of 
High-Level Waste Form Production as they apply to development, qualification, 
and production of the canistered waste forms, and (2) a general description of the 
entire three-tier quality assurance program, identifying those program elements 
that are assigned to the field offices. The field office QAPDs will identify 
program elements that are assigned to the management and operating 
contractors. The terms "Quality Assurance Program" or "High-Level Waste 
Quality Assurance Program" as used in this document apply to both the internal 
and the three-tier programs.  

The Office of Waste Management (EM-30) Quality Assurance Program, as 
described in the EM-30 QAPD, applies to EM-343 activities that are not 
associated with the Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste 
Form Production.  

0.4 Responsibility 

The Quality Assurance Program described in this document has been developed 
to implement EM's responsibility for the adequacy and effectiveness for the 
Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production.  
Although activities associated with establishing and executing portions of the 
High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program have been assigned to others 
participating in the program, the Vitrification Projects Division(EM-343) retains 
ultimate responsibility for the adequacy of program performance.
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1 ORGANIZATION 

The Secretary of Energy is ultimately responsible for preparing canistered waste forms 
that result from the national defense programs and other DOE activities for ultimate 
disposal in the geologic repository. The execution of this responsibility has been 
delegated to the Assistant Secretary, Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste 
Management (EM) and ,other DOE Headquarters and field organizations. Participant 
waste form producer organizations involved in the processing of high-level waste are 
shown in Figure 1.1.  

The Director, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (RW), is responsible for 
executing the Secretary of Energy's responsibilities under the NWPA. In this role, the 
Director, RW, is responsible for establishing and operating a geologic repository in 
accordance with NWPA. The Director, RW, interfaces directly with the Assistant 
Secretary, EM, who is responsible for coordinating requirements and activities for the 
canistered waste forms and to ensure their acceptability for ultimate disposal in the 
geologic repository. The Assistant Secretary, EM, is responsible for ensuring that 
appropriate quality assurance programs, technical and management controls, and 
systems are in place to provide confidence that activities, structures, systems, and 
components related to environmental restoration and waste management programs 
meet program requirements and do not cause undue risk to the environment or to the 
health and safety of site personnel or to the public.  

The Assistant Secretary, EM, and the Director, RW, established a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) on October 15, 1991, to specify the working relationship for quality 
assurance activities. This MOA dated October 30, 1991 states that the Director, Office 
of Quality Assurance RW (RW-3), will interface directly with the Director, Vitrification 
Projects Division (EM-343), for planning and coordinating the High-Level Waste 
Quality Assurance Program as described in this QAPD.  

1.1 EM Organization 

The following EM organizations (reference Figure 1.2) are involved in Waste 
Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production: 

"* Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) 

"* Office of Waste Management (EM-30) 

"* Office of Waste Management Projects (EM 34) 

"* Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) 

In addition to these organizations, the DOE field offices are assigned 
responsibility for implementing certain portions of the High-Level Waste Quality 
Assurance Program.
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1.1.1 Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) 

The Assistant Secretary (EM), reports to the Secretary of Energy and has overall 
responsibility for executive management of EM. The Assistant Secretary, EM, 
provides program policy guidance and centralized management of operations, 
environmental restoration, and applied research and development programs and 
activities, including EM program policy guidance to DOE field offices. The 
Assistant Secretary, EM, also establishes working policy, interface 
communications, and memoranda of agreement with RW and other affected 
organizations.  

1.1.2 Office of Waste Management (EM-30) 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste Management, EM-30, reports to the 
Assistant Secretary, EM, and is responsible for all DOE facilities, operations, or 
sites or portions thereof that are used for storing, treating, or temporarily 
disposing of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and sanitary waste. These wastes 
are those that have been properly characterized, packaged, and labelled, but are 
not used for production; or those that are used exclusively for long-term storage 
of DOE waste material and are not actively used for production. Exceptions to 
these responsibilities are facilities, operations, or sites under the direction of 
RW.  

A MOA, dated October 30, 1991, was executed between the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Waste Management, EM-30, and the RW Director of Quality 
Assurance, RW-3. This MOA assigned the Director, EM-343, the responsibility 
of interfacing directly with RW-3 in planning and coordinating the High-Level 
Waste Quality Assurance Program.  

Execution responsibility for the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program 
was delegated to the EM-343 Director by J. E. Lytle's memorandum dated 
February 11, 1992. This includes the execution responsibility for development, 
qualification, implementation, and maintenance of the Program. It also includes 
the authority for approving the Headquarters High-Level Waste Quality 
Assurance Program documents, procedures, stop work directives, and the 
authority to communicate with external organizations in matters involving 
Waste Acceptance Process Activities for High-Level Waste Form Production.  

1.1.3 Office of Waste Management Projects (EM-34) 

The Director, EM-34, reports directly to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Waste Management, EM-30, and is responsible for the planning, design, 
construction, and initial operation of facilities or facilities improvement projects
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for waste treatment, vitrification, canisterization, and storage. The 
responsibilities for the Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste 
Form Production including all actions of the High-Level Waste Quality 
Assurance Program are assigned to the Director, EM-343, by EM-30 in 
accordance with the MOA discussed in Section 1.1.2.  

1.1.4 Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) 

The Director, EM-343, (reference Figure 1.3), reports directly to the Director, 
EM-34, and is responsible for planning, designing, constructing, and operating 
all high-level waste vitrification facilities. The responsibilities of the EM-343 
Director include the following: 

Developing, qualifying, implementing, and maintaining the High-Level 
Waste Quality Assurance Program. Approving the Headquarters High-Level 
Waste Quality Assurance Program documents, procedures, and stop work 
directives. Communicating with external organizations in matters involving 
Waste Acceptance Process Activities for High-Level Waste Form Production.  
These execution responsibilities are assigned to the EM-343 Directors by J. E.  
Lytle's February 11, 1992 memorandum.  

SServing as the general manager of activities for vitrifying high-level waste; 
(this includes being responsible for cost, schedule, and technical activities, as 
well as product quality and quality assurance); 

* Providing overall DOE Headquarters coordination and management overview 
for constructing major, new high-level waste vitrification facilities; 

Providing input to the program guidance for the DOE field offices to define 
requirements for carrying out the policies, objectives, and milestones 
associated with planning, designing, constructing, and operating high-level 
waste vitrification facilities; 

Interfacing directly with RW-3, as delineated in the MOA dated October 30, 
1991, for planning and coordinating the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance 
Program for the Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste 
Form Production. This interface arrangement provides for the coordination 
of: 

- Clarification or coordination of RW quality assurance requirements, 
- Information, documentation, and data submittal and review, 
- Plans and schedules for RW overview of EM Waste Acceptance Process 

Activities, 
- Resolution of nonconformances to RW requirements or resolution of 

quality problems which may require RW attention for Waste Acceptance 
purposes;
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"• Preparing and approving this QAPD and obtaining acceptance from RW; 

"* Applying and assuring the implementation of the quality assurance 
requirements identified this QAPD; 

" Ensuring that all major participants involved with the vitrification projects 
properly implement applicable legislation requirements, regulations, DOE 
Orders, notices, and other directives; 

"* Coordinating implementation of the quality assurance requirements with 
other DOE organizations, as appropriate; and 

" Arranging for an annual assessment in determining the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program and 
identifying areas requiring quality improvement; 

The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager reports directly to the EM
343 Director, and assists and serves as staff advisor for determining the quality 
assurance controls to be applied. The Quality Assurance Program Manager 
ensures that an agreed-upon quality assurance program is established and 
implemented. The Quality Assurance Program Manager has knowledge and 
experience in the areas of quality assurance and management, and has no other 
duties or responsibilities that could compromise the independence required in 
managing this Quality Assurance Program.  

The Quality Assurance Program Manager has sufficient organizational freedom 
from cost and schedule considerations when they may conflict with quality 
considerations. The Quality Assurance Program Manager has access to senior 
management to identify and resolve unresolved quality concerns.  

The Quality Assurance Program Manager's responsibilities, at a minimum, 
include the following-.  

(1) Program Development and Maintenance 

"* Ensuring that the quality assurance program requirements and methods 
of implementation are described in a QAPD; 

"* Maintaining and reviewing this QAPD every two years; 

"* Developing and maintaining technical and quality assurance 
administrative procedures;
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"* Reviewing and recommending acceptance of DOE field offices' QAPDs; 
and 

"* Reporting the status of the quality assurance program quarterly to the 
Director.  

(2) Quality Assurance Program Training 

Developing programs to provide trained, qualified, and certified (where 
required) personnel to perform quality-related activities; this includes 
arranging for appropriate quality assurance training and orientation, 
and establishing files for appropriate records.  

(3) Quality Assurance Program Planning 

* Developing and maintaining appropriate plans and schedules for use in 
accomplishing program activities or for monitoring the status of required 
activities.  

(4) Quality Assurance Program Verification 

"* Managing and updating quarterly the Evaluation and Assessment Plan 
and Schedule; 

"* Identifying quality problems; initiating, recommending, or providing 
solutions; and verifying implementation of solutions; 

"• Reviewing and recommending approval or disapproval of quality 
assurance program documentation and revisions to program 
documentation, and interpreting quality assurance program 
requirements; 

"• Verifying through overview activities that, at a mim,,m, include 
surveillances, audits, and reviews, that the quality assurance programs 
of the EM-343 organization, DOE field offices, and their management 
and operating (M&O) contractor organizations are adequate and 
effectively implemented; and 

" Ensuring that further processing, delivery, installation, or operation is 
controlled until a nonconformance, deficiency, or unsatisfactory 
condition is properly dispositioned, or initiating stop work action.
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(5) Quality Assurance Program Improvement 

"• Monitoring the completion of audit responses and corrective actions; and 

"* Identifying areas requiring quality improvement and initiating required 
actions.  

Program Managers are assigned to manage each of the major projects and report 
directly to the EM-343 Director. The Program Managers are responsible for 
managing the programs associated with their assigned vitrification projects.  
This responsibility includes cost, schedule, and technical objectives, as well as 
implementing the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program as defined in 
this QAPD.  

Quality Assurance Specialists are assigned to assist the Program Managers in 
accomplishing quality assurance duties and receive direction from and support 
the Quality Assurance Program Manager.  

1.2 Delegation of Work 

Field offices [Richland (RL), Savannah River (SR), and Idaho (ID)] are assigned 
responsibilities for implementing certain portions of the High-Level Waste 
Quality Assurance Program. Figure 1.1 describes the relationship of the field 
organizations with these field offices and Headquarters. Throughout this 
document, the term "field office" includes the DOE field organization responsible 
for a particular high-level waste vitrification project. The responsibilities for 
each of the field offices include the following: 

"• Ensuring that design modifications and other engineering developments that 
affect the Waste Acceptance Specifications are forwarded through EM-343 for 
approval by RW; 

"* Ensuring that activities affecting quality are performed under suitably 
controlled conditions and that prerequisites for each activity have been 
satisfied; 

"* Serving as the primary interface with the M&O contractors for passing down 

quality assurance requirements; 

"* Reviewing and accepting the M&O contractors QAPD; 

"• Reviewing and accepting the M&O contractors procedures; 

"* Developing and maintaining an annual Evaluation and Assessment Plan and 
Schedule;
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Conducting evaluation and assessment activities; 

Making personnel and resources available when being audited by EM-343 or 
outside organizations, and ensuring that audit responses and corrective 
actions are completed within established time frames; 

* Initiating and lifting stopwork orders when warranted; and 

• Ensuring that personnel performing quality-related activities receive 
indoctrination and training as necessary to ensure that adequate proficiency 
is achieved and maintained.  

Line management is responsible for planning and meeting product quality 
requirements, and implementing the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance 
Program on its work.  

1.3 Dispute Resolution 

Differences of opinion involving quality assurance matters are brought to the 
attention of the Director, EM-343, for resolution.  

1.4 Resolution of Allegations and Concerns 

A system is established that provides individuals a means of registering an 
allegation of inadequate quality or concern to EM management without fear of 
reprisal. Each allegation concerning inadequate quality will be investigated by 
personnel who are independent of the affected activity. The individual who 
registered the concern will be notified of the results of any investigation and 
disposition of the allegation or concern.  

1.5 Stop work Provisions 

Stop-work authority at EM-343 for Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High
Level Waste Form Production is assigned to the Director, EM-343 by the 
Assistant Secretary, EM. The EM-343 Director issues stop work orders on his 
own or when initiated by the Quality Assurance Program Manager. Stop work is 
initiated to ensure that further processing or continued work is controlled until 
proper disposition of a nonconformance or an unsatisfactory condition (including 
safety considerations) has occurred. The stop work process is delineated in 
approved procedures, which include requirements for the following: 

(1) Criteria and methodology for stopping work and for lifting stop work 
orders/requests;

(2) Exact definition of work being stopped;
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(3) Authorities and responsibilities; and 

(4) Notification.  

1.6 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to describe the organizational structure, functional 
responsibilities, levels of authority, management controls, and lines of 
communication for Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste 
Form Production in accordance with the requirements defined in Section 1 of 
DOE/RW-0214.
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2 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 

The Vitrification Projects Division High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program for 
the Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production is 
described in this QAPD. The items and activities that are included in the Waste 
Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production are identified in 
the field offices' and M&O contractors' QAPDs.  

2.1 High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program 

The documents that prescribe requirements for quality assurance program 
activities applicable to high-level waste form development, qualification, and 
production are shown in Figure 2.1, which identifies requirements that are 
imposed internally by DOE and externally. by other organizations.  

The NWPA established RW to research, design, construct, and operate a geologic 
repository for high-level waste. In addition, it authorized the NRC to license and 
regulate the geologic repository. RW and NRC were empowered to issue 
requirements and guidance sufficient to execute their assigned responsibilities.  

To that end, NRC has issued Title 10 CFR Part 60 and Title 10 CFR Part 71, 
which provide requirements for quality assurance activities. NRC guidance 
documents, such as regulatory guides, nuclear regulations (NtJREGs), and 
generic technical positions, also guide quality assurance policies and 
requirements. DOE/RW quality assurance requirements pertaining to Waste 
Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production are detailed 
in DOE/RW-0214, "Quality Assurance Requirements Document." DOE/RW-0214 
calls for mandatory implementation of ASME NQA-1 1989 requirements, as 
appropriate.  

This QAPD describes (1) EM-343's implementation of applicable requirements of 
DOE/RW-0214, (2) the EM organizational responsibilities for achieving and 
verifying quality, and (3) the interfaces with other waste form producer 
organizations relative to activities affecting quality. The Director, EM-343, 
prepares, approves, and maintains this QAPD, and submits it for RVWs 
acceptance. Additionally, the EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager 
reviews and accepts field offices' QAPDs.  

EM-343 develops and maintains, with controlled distribution, procedures to 
implement this High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program. These Standard 
Practice Procedures (SPPs) are reviewed by the Quality Assurance Program 
Manager and approved by the Director, EM-343.
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Figure 2.1 
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE QUAIATY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
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2.1.1 Independence of Personnel Performing Verification Activities 

EM-343 management, line organization personnel, and the EM-343 Quality 
Assurance Program Manager implement the quality assurance program. Line 
organizations evaluate the adequacy of the programmatic systems and technical 
products through verification activities such as audits, reviews, and 
surveillances, with participation and overview by the Quality Assurance 
Program Manager.  

Personnel verifying that activities affecting quality have been correctly 
performed have sufficient authority, access to work areas, and organizational 
freedom to perform the following:.  

"* Identify quality problems; 

"* Initiate, recommend, or provide solutions to quality problems through 
designated channels; 

"* Verify implementation of solutions; and 

"* Ensure that further processing, delivery, installation, or use is controlled 
until a nonconformance, deficiency, or unsatisfactory condition is resolved 
and properly dispositioned.  

When verification personnel are part of the line organization, the Quality 
Assurance Program Manager overviews the verification activities by conducting 
independent surveillances, audits, and/or reviews.  

2.1.2 Planning 

EM-343 directs the planning of those activities required to develop, 
proceduralize, and implement the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance 
Program. The following elements are to be considered during planning: 

* Defining the activities that affect quality; 

* Selectively applying the appropriate quality assurance program activities and 
procedural controls (i.e., a graded approach) to items and activities; 

0 Identifying the applicable technical and quality assurance program 
management control and verification activities; 

* Assigning the responsibilities for quality assurance program; 

0 Identifying the specific scientific or technical information to be collected, 
analyzed, or used; and
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Identifying required quality assurance records.  

EM-343 develops and maintains evaluation and assessment plans and schedules, 
coordinating appropriate areas of evaluation with the field offices' schedules for 
reviews, audits, and surveillances. These evaluation and assessment plans and 
schedules are distributed to RW-3 to permit their participation in the activities 
as they may choose.  

2.1.3 Readiness Reviews 

EM-343 conducts readiness reviews of significant transitional events in the 
waste acceptance process activities of the field offices. Additionally, EM-343 
overviews or participates in selected readiness reviews conducted by the field 
offices. Readiness reviews are used to verify that the following have been 
accomplished: 

"* Work activity prerequisites have been satisfied; 

"* Implementing procedures related to the next phase of work have been 
developed and reviewed for adequacy and appropriateness; 

"• Personnel have been suitably trained and qualified; and 

"* Required equipment, facilities, and instrumentation have been reviewed and 
judged to be adequate and appropriate.  

2.1.4 Graded Quality Assurance Program 

Considering all elements of a quality assurance program, EM-343 selectively 
applies a portion of the quality assurance controls to its own management and 
overview activities and issues implementation requirements to the field offices.  
The field offices, in turn, issue quality assurance program requirements to each 
M&O contractor for execution. The result of this selective application effort is 
described in the QAPDs for each organizational level.  

These QAPDs outline which quality assurance program elements will be 
implemented internally and which will be assigned to the next lower 
organizational level for implementation. The resulting controls are applied to 
the various items and activities that make up a program for the Waste 
Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production consistent 
with the extent of their importance to canistered waste form acceptance. The 
QAPDs include the strategy and commitment for each program element or 
requirement, as specified by DOE/RW-0214.
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For an M&O contractor's activities, these controls are specified in detail in the 
technical specifications and prime contract based on the factors outlined in 
DOE/RW-0214 and are described in the contractor's QAPD. For EM-343, these 
controls are fully described in this QAPD.  

The results of this selective application of requirements and the various controls 
that are applicable within those requirements are the basis for each section of 
this QAPD.  

2.1.5 Policy Statement 

A policy statement (reference page i) has been developed and signed by the EM
343 Director to render mandatory the implementation of this Quality Assurance 
Program as described herein.  

2.1.6 Quality Assurance Requirements Matrix 

A matrix is included as Attachment 1 to demonstrate that the requirements of 
DOE/RW-0214 are properly addressed by this QAPD and its implementing 
procedures.  

2.1.7 Personnel Selection, Indoctrination, Training, and Qualification 

Personnel assigned to perform activities that affect quality receive appropriate 
indoctrination and training in accordance with ASMLE NQA-1, Supplement 
2S-4 prior to performing the work.  

(1) Personnel Selection 

Personnel assigned to perform quality-affecting activities of the High-Level 
Waste Programs have the education, experience, and/or training 
commensurate with the functions and requirements associated with the 
work. Initial qualifications are verified as a result of DOE-mandated 
policies, which provide for the inclusion of qualification requirements in 
position descriptions.  

The candidate's qualifications are evaluated against the requirements and 
are documented. Relevant education and experience are verified 
accordingly. Records on individuals generated by affected organization's 
training and qualification program are collected and maintained according 
to the Privacy Act of 1974, as defined in Section 17 of this QAPD.
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(2) Determination of Indoctrination and Training 

The EM-343 Director reviews job functions or tasks involved in performing 
activities associated with the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program 
and determines any additional indoctrination and training required of the 
supporting staff.  

Personnel assigned responsibility for performing High-Level Waste Quality 
Assurance Program activities are indoctrinated in the purpose, scope, and 
implementation of the Quality Assurance Program described in this QAPD.  
This indoctrination includes the following: 

"* Applicable EM-343 Standard Practice Procedures; 

"• Applicable quality assurance program elements as described in this 
QAPD; and 

"• Job responsibilities and authority.  

(3) Training and Qualification 

EM-343 classroom training is performed in accordance with documented 
lesson plans. Records of training are maintained.  

EM-343 personnel serving as lead auditors or auditors are qualified in 
accordance with ASME NQA-1, Supplement 2S-3 and Appendix 2A-3.  

(4) Proficiency Evaluations 

Supervisors within EM-343 evaluate, at least annually, the proficiency of 
personnel in performing their assigned duties. These evaluations 
determine if any additional education and/or training is needed for the 
individual to maintain the desired level of proficiency.  

2.1.8 Surveillance 

In addition to audits described in Section 18 of this QAPD, programmatic, 
implementation, and technical surveillances are planned, scheduled, and 
performed to provide management timely information on program activities 
affecting quality. Surveillance activities are performed to provide real-time 
monitoring or observation of on-going work to ensure that items, activities, or 
processes conform to specified requirements. Surveillances are performed by 
knowledgeable personnel on work they have no direct responsibility for 
supervising or performing.
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Surveillances are conducted to accomplish the following objectives: 

"• Verify the quality of work in progress; 

"* Identify and document actual and potential deficiencies and deviations; 

"• Promote prompt corrective action by cognizant management responsible for 
performing the work; and 

"• Verify timely implementation of that corrective action.  

Surveillances are performed using written procedures, checklists, or plans, and 
the results are documented and reported to the appropriate level of 
management. This documentation includes the following: 

"* The date of the surveillance; 

"• Description of the activity or item under surveillance; 

"* Persons conducting the surveillance; 

* Persons contacted during the surveillance; 

"* The requirements governing the activity or item; 

"* Measuring and test equipment used; 

"* Any deficiencies identified during the surveillance; and 

" A summary of any immediate corrective actions taken.  

Deficiencies identified during the surveillance are documented in accordance 
with the requirements in Section 15 and 16 of this QAPD.  

2.1.9 Management Assessment 

Independent management assessments of High-Level Waste Quality Assurance 
Program activities are planned, conducted, and documented annually at the 
direction of the EM-343 Director. These management assessments evaluate the 
following program aspects: 
"* Adequacy of organizational structure and staffing to implement the quality 

assurance program; 

"* Effectiveness of quality assurance program implementation;
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* Adequacy of the indoctrination and training program; 

• Adequacy of planning and procedural controls; 

* Effectiveness of the nonconformance and corrective action system; 

* Adequacy of the information tracking, evaluation, and reporting system for 
quality assurance management; and 

* Conformance to the Waste Acceptance Specifications.  

2.1.10 Quality Assurance Program Management: Information Reporting and 
Tracking 

EM-343 maintains communication and information systems to ensure that 
quality-related management information is reported, disseminated, and 
tracked in a timely fashion. This includes the status of quality assurance 
programs, status of resolution of deficiencies and conditions adverse to quality, 
and the summary of required management and quality assurance overview 
results. High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program information is reported 
at least quarterly to the Director, EM-343 by the Quality Assurance Program 
Manager.  

2.1.11 Qualification of Data 

Field offices are required to implement a practice to ensure that the 
qualification of data activities are performed in accordance with the 
requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 2.12. This practice is described in the 
field office QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.  

2.1.12 Overview of Field Offices 

EM-343 monitors field offices' quality assurance program activities related to 
Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form Production, 
and performs evaluations and assessments to assist responsible managers in 
ensuring proper implementation and adequacy of those activities.  

2.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to implement and maintain quality assurance 
programs that fully implement the quality assurance requirements identified 
in DOE/RW-0214, Section 2 and Appendix B. Their programs are documented 
in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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3 DESIGN CONTROL 

3.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The only technical activities performed by the Vitrification Projects Division 
(EM-343) are technical reviews and peer reviews. All other design and design 
control activities are the responsibility of the field offices.  

The EM-343 Director selects and determines who performs technical or peer 
reviews. Technical reviews are performed as follows: 

"* When the information or document to be reviewed is within the present 
technology and is based on accepted standards, criteria, principles, and 
practices; 

" When documents, activities, material, or data require technical evaluation for 
applicability, correctness, adequacy, completeness, and assurance that 
established requirements are satisfied and/or resulting conclusions are 
correct; and 

"* By individuals with sufficient technical knowledge of the area under review.  

Procedures are established to ensure that each review is properly performed and 
documented. The documentation results identify, at a ini1mum, the reviewers, 
area or features reviewed, comments by the reviewers, and the resolution of the 
comments.  

Peer reviews are identified, planned, conducted, and controlled for the following: 

(1) Items or data that are essential to waste acceptance process activities; 

(2) Qualifying processes or equipment which go beyond the existing technology; 
and 

(3) Where conclusions or assumptions have not been clearly validated by 
conventional means.  

These reviews are in-depth critical evaluations of the technology. The reviewers 
seek to validate the assumptions upon which the task was based, verify 
calculations, ensure use of validated software, and ensure the credibility of the 
results by reviewing the methods and controls used to obtain the results.
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The cognizant Program Manager, EM-343, arranges for such reviews to be 
performed by reviewers who have qualifications equivalent to those who 
performed the work being reviewed. In order to meet the provisions set forth by 
the NRC's NUREG-1297, "Generic Technical Position on Peer Review for High
Level Nuclear Waste Repositories", peer reviews are conducted in accordance 
with a procedure that describes the method of setting up the review and 
documenting the results.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' design control practices related to Waste 
Acceptance Process Activities for High-Level Waste Form Production and 
implements a verification program to assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

3.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to exercise appropriate design control practices to 
ensure that design activities are planned, controlled, and verified; and that they 
meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 3, Section 19, and Appendix B.  
These practices are described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM
343.
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4 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL 

4.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) conducts the following two types of 
activities related to procurement: 

(1) Vitrification project execution responsibilities for the design, construction 
and operation of Vitrification Plants are assigned to the appropriate four 
field office(s). This is accomplished through program execution guidance 
documents and financial plans. EM-343 monitors project execution. EM
343 Standard Practice Procedures ensure that appropriate quality 
assurance requirements are included in the program execution guidance 
document.  

(2) EM-343 augments its staff by obtaining support from contractors through 
competitive procurements. Administrative support contracts are the 
vehicles through which EM-343 obtains technical support in carrying out its 
implementation and overview duties. Procurement documents for these 
services specify the scope of work, technical requirements, quality 
assurance requirements (which include a statement that personnel 
supporting the EM-343 Waste Acceptance Process Activities operate in 
accordance with the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program as 
defined in this Quality Assurance Program Description), as well as 
administrative and financial considerations.  

These procurement documents are reviewed by EM-343 personnel to ensure 
that both technical and quality assurance requirements are included. The 
resulting contracts are controlled by DOE administrative procedures and 
DOE Orders, as well as the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) and 
Department of Energy Acquisition Regulations (DEARs).  

4.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to implement and maintain procurement document 
control practices that meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 4. These 
practices are described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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5 INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES , AND DRAWINGS 

5.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) has established a management 
procedures system. The procedures prescribe methods for performing quality
related activities, including appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance 
criteria for determining if prescribed activities have been satisfactorily 
accomplished. These procedures also assign specific responsibilities for 
performing these activities.  

The procedures used by EM-343 are prepared in accordance with a procedure 
that prescribes the format to be followed and the identification system to be 
used. The EM-343 Director administers the system and controls the issuance of 
procedures to ensure necessary coordination and consistency.  

Procedures, instructions, plans, and drawings prepared by or issued by EM-343 
are subject to an independent, documented review to ensure they are technically 
adequate, technical requirements are correctly translated, and quality assurance 
requirements are included.  

Documenting the requirements for activities affecting quality is executed in 
accordance with document control procedures identified in Section 6 of this 
document. These controlled documents identify the records that are to be 
designated as quality records.  

The EM-343 Director, assisted as needed by the EM-343 Quality Assurance 
Program Manager, participates in and monitors the execution of these practices.  
Periodically, the EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager, audits or 
arranges for independent audit of these practices to ensure implementation and 
adequacy.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' documentation practices and implements a 
verification program to assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

5.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to implement a practice to ensure that activities 
affecting quality are prescribed by and performed in accordance with 
documented instructions, procedures, plans, or drawings that meet the 
requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 5. This practice is described in QAPDs 
that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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6 DOCUMENT CONTROL 

6.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) has established and implemented a 
document control system for preparing, issuing, and revising documents 
prepared by EM-343 that specify quality assurance requirements or prescribe 
activities affecting quality. These documents are controlled to ensure that they 
are reviewed for adequacy, approved for release by authorized personnel, and 
distributed to and used at the location where the prescribed activity is 
performed.  

EM-343 procedures standardize the methods of identifying, formatting, and 
numbering controlled documents. These documents are reviewed for adequacy 
by the EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager. The draft controlled 
document is routed to the appropriate reviewing personnel/ organizations.  
Comments are resolved before final approval of the document. The review 
sequence and comment resolution is documented, and the record of this activity 
is retained. In every case, the reviewing personnel have access to pertinent 
background data or information upon which to base their approval.  

Minor changes to documents, such as inconsequential editorial corrections or 
correction of obvious errors, do not receive the same review and approval as the 
original documents. Changes other than minor changes are considered major 
changes or revisions and receive the same review and approval as the original 
document.  

The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager establishes an appropriate 
periodic review schedule for the approved controlled documents. The primary 
purpose of these reviews is to determine if changes in project or program status 
have resulted in the need to revise controlled documents.  

EM-343 maintains a listing of those documents under its cognizance to be 
controlled and their required distribution. The responsibility for preparing, 
reviewing, approving, and issuing these documents is identified. These 
documents are also reviewed for adequacy, completeness, and correctness prior 
to their approval and issuance.  

These documents are maintained under a receipt control system. A receipt 
acknowledgement page, attached to the transmitted controlled document, 
requests the person receiving the document to sign and date the receipt and 
return it to the Quality Assurance Program Manager. It also provides 
instructions for disposal of the superseded document or pages in the document.
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The Quality Assurance Program Manager reviews the controlled document 
distribution listing periodically to follow up on any delinquent receipt pages.  
This distribution listing is a master list that is updated periodically to show 
current revision, control number of the document distributed, and location or 
individual assigned.  

When controlled documents are released prior to review or approval, they are 
identified as unapproved documents, released through signature approval, and 
the basis for release are described. The unverified portions of the document are 
clearly identified.  

The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager participates in and monitors 
the execution of the document control system. Periodically, the EM-343 Quality 
Assurance Program Manager audits or otherwise evaluates the document control 
system for adequacy and effectiveness.  

6.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to implement and maintain a document control system 
that meets the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 6. This system is 
described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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7 CONTROL OF PURCHASED ITEMS AND SERVICES 

7.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) utilizes purchased services from 
administrative support contractors and the field offices. These services are 
controlled as follows: 

(1) EM-343 reviews and accepts the field office QAPDs in accordance with the 
requirements of this QAPD. The EM-343 evaluation process includes 
verifications of field office activities as well as internal verification of EM
343 overview and management activities.  

EM-343 evaluates the objective evidence of quality furnished by the M&O 
contractor and the field offices upon completion of work. In part, these 
evaluations are accomplished using the Technical Review Groups for the 
review of selected preliminary and final technical documents.  

(2) EM-343 augments its staff capabilities using support contracts.  
Procurement documents for these services require that personnel 
supporting the EM-343 Waste Acceptance Process Activities operate in 
accordance with the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program.  

EM-343 verifies the accomplishment of support activities as part of the 
ongoing management self-evaluation activities in accordance with QAPD 
and SPP requirements.  

7.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement a system for controlling 
procurements that meets the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 7. This 
system is described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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8 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF ITEMS 

8.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns execution responsibility for 
identification and control of items (including materials and samples) to the field 
offices.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' identification and control practices for items and 
periodically verifies those practices to assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

8.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement identification and control 
practices that meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 8. These 
practices are described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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9 CONTROL OF PROCESSES 

9.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns to the field offices execution 
responsibility for control of processes, including special processes in support of 
waste acceptance process activities.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' process control practices and periodically verifies 
those practices to assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

9.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement practices to ensure 
adequate performance and control of processes, including special processes, that 
meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 9. These practices are 
described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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10 INSPECTION 

10.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns to the field offices the 
execution responsibility for inspecting items and work practices.  

EM-343 monitors field offices inspection practices, including process monitoring, 
and periodically verifies those practices to assess their adequacy and 
effectiveness.  

10.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement inspection and monitoring 
practices that meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 10. These 
practices are described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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11 TEST CONTROL 

11.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns to field offices execution 
responsibility for testing and test control practices.  

EM-343 monitors field offices test control practices and periodically verifies 
those practices to assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

11.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish required tests, including proof tests prior 
to installation, pre-operational tests, and product certification tests that meet 
the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 11. These tests are described in 
QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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12 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

12.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns to field offices execution 
responsibility for control of measuring and test equipment.  

The Vitrification Projects Division, EM-343 monitors field offices measuring and 
test equipment control practices, and periodically verifies those practices to 
assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

12.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to overview the establishment and implementation of 
practices for calibrating and controlling measuring and test equipment for their 
M&O contractors. The system must meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, 
Section 12. This system is described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted 
by EM-343.
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13 HANDLING, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING 

13.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns to the field offices execution 
responsibility for handling, storage, and shipping practices.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' handling, storage, and shipping practices and 
activities, and periodically verifies those practices to assess their adequacy and 
effectiveness.  

13.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement practices for handling, 
storage, and shipping of items that meet the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, 
Section 13 and Appendix B. These practices are described in QAPDs that are 
reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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14 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 

14.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) assigns to the field offices the 
execution responsibility for inspection, test, and operating status measures.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' practices and activities for indicating inspection, 
test, and operating status, and periodically verifies those practices to assess 
their adequacy and effectiveness.  

14.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement practices to indicate the 
status of inspections and tests. These practices must meet the requirements of 
DOEJRW-0214, Section 14. These practices are described in QAPDs that are 
reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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15 CONTROL OF NONCONFORMING ITEMS 

15.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) has established and implemented 
practices for the identification, documentation, evaluation, and disposition of 
nonconforming items or activities. These practices are designed to ensure that 
measures are established to control items or activities that do not conform to 
defined requirements in order to prevent their inadvertent use. These 
departures from specified requirements are identified as deviations and are 
documented and tracked on Deviation and Corrective Action Reports (DCARs).  

The EM-343 Director dispositions DCARs internal to EM-343. Program 
Managers are responsible for evaluating and dispositioning DCARs originating 
from review of their respective field offices.  

The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager tracks the status of and 
initiates closure of DCARs upon documented completion of the required 
corrective action. These reports, which become quality records when they are 
closed, are processed in accordance with Section 17 of this QAPD.  

Personnel who evaluate deviations to determine a disposition shall have 
demonstrated competence in the specific area they are evaluating, have an 
adequate understanding of the requirements, and have access to pertinent 
background information.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' nonconformance control practices, including 
occurrence reporting, and periodically verifies nonconformance practices to 
assess their adequacy and effectiveness.  

15.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement a practice that meets the 
requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 15 and DOE Order 5000.3A, 
"Occurrence Reporting and Processing of Operations Information" for the control 
of nonconforming items or activities. This practice is described in QAPDs that 
are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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16 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

16.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) has established and implemented a 
system for corrective action. This corrective action system provides that 
deviations be promptly identified, corrected, and reported using the Deviation 
and Corrective Action Report (DCAR) procedure.  

The corrective action system includes the following elements: 

(1) Nonconformances are evaluated to determine the need for corrective action 
and if the nonconformance represents a significant condition adverse to 
quality. Evaluations are performed in accordance with established 
procedures and criteria.  

Deviations identified during an audit require corrective action and action to 
prevent recurrence.  

(2) Significant conditions adverse to quality require action to prevent 
recurrence, generic implications evaluation, and root cause analysis.  

(3) The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager or designee performs a 
review to determine adequacy of the corrective action.  

(4) The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager or designee performs 
follow-up reviews to verify the proper implementation of the corrective 
action within prescribed time limits.  

(5) A tracking system is established for all nonconformances to ensure that 
they are appropriately addressed, prioritized, trended, and closed-out.  

(6) Significant conditions adverse to quality and the root cause(s) are identified, 
and generic implications are resolved, tracked, and trended for the EM-343 
Director. This documented review includes defining corrective action and 
the action taken to prevent recurrence.  

(7) The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager analyzes information 
such as audit and surveillance reports, nonconformance reports, corrective 
action reports, and other deficiency documents in a manner and at a 
frequency to promptly identify adverse quality trends. These quality trends 
are evaluated and significant results and plans for quality improvement are 
reported to the responsible management for review and assessment.
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(8) Any remedial action that can be taken is documented and initiated after a 
deficiency has been identified. The quality assurance organization 
evaluates and concurs with the remedial action to ensure that quality 
assurance requirements are satisfied. Follow-up action is taken by the EM
343 Quality Assurance Program Manager to verify the proper 
implementation of remedial action and to close out the remedial action in a 
timely manner.  

The EM-343 Director, assisted by the Quality Assurance Program Manager, 
executes the corrective action system and arranges for periodic, independent 
audits or other verifications of the system to assess its adequacy and 
effectiveness.  

16.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement a corrective action system 
that meets the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 16. This system is 
described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

17.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) has established and documented a 
quality assurance records system for collecting, storing, and maintaining 
EM-343-prepared records.  

EM-343 has established and documented the requirements and responsibilities 
for quality records in transmitting, distributing, retaining, maintaining, and 
dispositioning in accordance with DOE/RW-0214 requirements.  

The EM-343 quality records management system includes the following 
elements: 

(1) The scope of the quality records program is described to ensure that 
sufficient records related to quality are identified, maintained, and able to 
be retrieved. Quality records include reports of audits, surveillances, and 
monitoring of t. rperformance; procuremef't documents; qualification of 
per•soD and quality assurance program implementing procedures; 
-technical reports; records of management assessments; and 
nonconformance, corrective action, and trend reports.  

(2) Quality record storage facilities are constructed, located, and secured to 
prevent destruction of the records by fire, winds, flooding, theft, and 
deterioration by environmental conditions such as temperature or humidity; 
or infestation of insects, mold, or rodents. Provisions are made to satisfy 
the duplicate storage of records requirements of DOE/RW-0214.  

(3) Quality records are legible, accurate, authenticated, identified, and 
retrievable using an index system that includes record retention times and 
location of the record within the record system.  

(4) Responsibilities and requirements are detailed for creating, transmitting, 
retaining, and maintaining quality records consistent with applicable codes 
and standards.  

(5) Limited access by designated personnel to the files is maintained.  

(6) Records are distributed, processed, and controlled in accordance with 
written procedures.
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(7) Criteria are established and described for determining when a document 
becomes a quality record subject to the controls described in this section and 
the retention periods for such records. These documented retention periods 
are determined by classifying the records as non-permanent or lifetime 
records.  

(8) Controls are established and described for controlling, protecting, and 
maint aining those records before they are entered and stored in the quality 
record control storage area.  

(9) Methods are described for documenting/recording, reviewing, and 
confirming the accuracy of quality records.  

(10) Documents are considered to be valid records when they are stamped, 
initialed, or signed and dated by authorized personnel or otherwise 
authenticated. Handwritten signatures are not required if the document is 
clearly identified as a statement by the reporting individual or organization.  
Quality records may be originals or reproduced copies.  

(11) Corrections to documents that are to become quality records include a line 
through the part to be corrected, the date, and the initials of the person 
authorized to make the correction. Once a document is declared a quality 
record and is entered into the quality records system, no corrections of any 
kind are made.  

Quality assurance training and qualification records meet the requirements of 
DOE Records System 80. Elements of this program include the following: 

(1) Quality records that contain personnel training and qualification 
information, including certification records, are collected and maintained 
according to the Privacy Act of 1974; "Proposed Establishment of a New 
System of Records," 55 FR 32288, August 8, 1990 (DOE System 80).  

(2) The EM-343 Director is responsible for implementing DOE System 80. The 
responsibility for managing DOE System 80 is assigned to each of the field 
offices.  

(3) Access to DOE System 80 records is restricted to authorized personnel and 
those provided access under a routine use as defined for DOE System 80.  
Requests for access to DOE System 80 records are directed to the 
responsible manager.
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EM-343 has assigned to the field offices execution responsibility for preparing 
and collecting, storing, and maintaining quality records prepared by and for 
them.  

EM-343 has identified in the Waste Form Compliance Plan (WCP) and/or the 
Waste Qualification Report (WQR) those quality records required to be a 
permanent part of the overall canistered waste form product certification 
package. These quality records will be identified, packaged, and transferred to 
RW.  

The EM-343 Quality Assurance Program Manager participates in and monitors 
the implementation of the quality records system. Periodically the EM-343 
Quality Assurance Program Manager audits, arranges for independent or 
otherwise verifies, audit of the quality records system to assess its adequacy and 
effectiveness.  

17.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to maintain a quality records system that meets the 
requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 17 and Appendix B. This system is 
described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.
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18 AUDITS 

18.1 Vitrification Projects Division Implementation 

The Vitrification Projects Division (EM-343) has established and implemented a 
quality assurance audit program in addition to the surveillance program 
described in Section 2.1.8 of this QAPD. This audit program provides 
comprehensive, independent verifications and evaluations, both internal to EM
343 and external, of the status and adequacy of the overall High-Level Waste 
Quality Assurance Program, including implementation methods, procedures, and 
quality-affecting activities. The audit program involves all levels of management 
and includes the EM program as well as the programs of the field offices and 
their contractors.  

The audit program is implemented as early in the life of each activity as 
practical, and is continued at intervals consistent with the schedule for 
accomplishing each activity. This audit program is also designed to determine 
and verify as a method to ensure that program procedures and activities are 
effectively applied to the quality-related work activities and comply with the 
overall High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program requirements. The audit 
program includes the following elements: 

(1) Planning and Scheduling; 

(2) Conduct; 

(3) Reporting; and 

(4) Follow-Up and Closeout.  

The scope and frequency of the High-Level Waste Quality Assurance Program 
audits scheduled are commensurate with the program needs to support the 
overall Waste Acceptance Process Activities of High-Level Waste Form 
Production. An annual audit plan and schedule is developed to evaluate the 
overall controls applied to quality-affecting activities. This annual audit plan 
and schedule is reviewed and revised quarterly as necessary, and is 
implemented using a more detailed quarterly audit plan and schedule.  

These audit schedules and the scope of each audit are based on evaluation of the 
activities to be verified; results of previous reviews, surveillances, and audits; 
and the impact of significant changes in personnel, organizations, or the quality 
assurance program.
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Internal audits are performed to evaluate the High-Level Waste Quality 
Assurance Program on a twelve month cycle and include assessments of those 
portions of the program audited. The regularly scheduled audits are 
supplemented by additional audits of specific subjects when it is necessary to 
provide adequate program coverage.  

An audit plan is prepared for each audit that identifies the following: 

(1) The scope of the audit; 

(2) The requirements against which the audit will be conducted; 

(3) The audit personnel (by name) who make up the audit team; 

(4) The activities to be audited; 

(5) The organizations to be notified; 

(6) The applicable documents pertaining to the audit itself and the activities to 
be audited; 

(7) The schedule for the audit; and 

(8) The checklists or procedures that are to be used to conduct the audit (may 
not be included until the final version of the audit plan is issued).  

The development of audit plans includes an evaluation of the results of previous 
audits and the impact of changes in personnel, organization, or the quality 
assurance program of the organization to be audited. This audit plan 
development effort also includes a technical evaluation of the applicable 
procedures and instructions, as well as plans for technically evaluating the 
techniques and/or items if appropriate.  

Audit team members are selected and assigned based on their auditor 
qualifications, their professional expertise and experience with respect to the 
activities to be audited, and their independence from any direct responsibility for 
performing the activities they will audit. Audit personnel have sufficient 
authority and organizational freedom to make the audit process meaningful and 
effective. Personnel having direct responsibility for performing the activities 
that will be audited are not involved in selecting the audit team (for internal 
audits).
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The audit team is led by a lead auditor who is qualified in accordance with 
Section 2.1.7. Prior to conducting the audit, the audit team leader concurs that 
the audit team collectively has experience or training commensurate with the 
scope, complexity, or special nature of the activities to be audited. Each audit 
team leader is either a member of or represents EM-343, and is responsible for 
the following: 

"* Organizing and directing the audit; 

"• Ensuring that the audit team is prepared prior to initiation of the audit; 

"• Conducting the pre-audit and post-audit conferences with the audited 
organization's management and presenting the audit findings; and 

"* Coordinating the preparation and issuance of the audit report; signing the 
audit report.  

The audit teams consist of qualified personnel normally from the quality 
assurance organization and technical organizations. Audit team technical 
representatives have the technical expertise and/or experience in the work, 
activities, or technology being audited and are indoctrinated in audit techniques, 
at a m* *mLm.  

EM-343 audits are conducted using written checklists as guidance for examining 
the program activities to be audited against the specified requirements. The 
audit team examines the objective evidence to the depth necessary to determine 
if the program activities are being effectively implemented.  

Audit results are documented on the checklists. The data obtained from the 
audit results are evaluated by the audit team to determine the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the quality assurance program.  

Conditions requiring prompt corrective action are reported immediately to the 
management of the audited organization.  

The audit report is signed by the audit team leader, and issued. The audit 
report includes the following information: 

"* A description of the audit scope; 

"* A listing of the audit team members and their parent organizations; 

"• The identification of persons contacted during the audit activities, including 
the attendees of the pre- and post-audit conferences;
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"* A summary of the audit results, including a statement on the effectiveness of 
the implementation of the quality assurance program elements that were 
audited; and 

"* A description of each adverse audit finding is provided in sufficient detail to 
enable appropriate corrective action to be taken by the audited organization.  

The management of the audited organization or activity is required to 
investigate adverse audit findings, schedule corrective action (including 
measures to prevent recurrence), and notify EM-343 in writing of the action 
taken or planned. For significant conditions adverse to quality or recurring 
conditions adverse to quality, root cause analysis is included in the audit finding 
response. EM-343 evaluates the responses received from the audited 
organization, and either accepts or rejects them. Communications continue until 
acceptable responses are obtained.  

Follow-up action is performed by representatives of EM-343 to verify that 
corrective action has been completed as scheduled and that the corrective action 
is effective. When this verification is complete, the audit file is closed and is 
entered into the quality records system. The completed audit record file includes 
the following: 

"• The audit plan, including the completed and signed audit checklists; 

"* The audit report; 

"• The written responses to the audit findings; and 

"• The record of the completed, verified, and accepted corrective action.  

Audit plans and schedules between EM-343 and participating waste form 
producer organizations can be combined to accomplish multiple organizational 
auditing needs whenever the resulting audit scope meets their program needs 
and the audit report is used by all affected and responsible organizations.  

EM-343 monitors field offices' audit activities and audits the field offices' 
program implementation activities at least annually to assess their adequacy 
and effectiveness.
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18.2 Requirements of Field Offices 

Field offices are required to establish and implement an audit program that 
meets the requirements of DOE/RW-0214, Section 18 and Appendix B. This 
program is described in QAPDs that are reviewed and accepted by EM-343.  

The actions and accomplishments of each field office's overview activities are 
periodically summarized to EM-343 for review and evaluation.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUM ENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

1 ORGANIZATION 

1.0 General 

"* NQA-1, BR-1, Organization DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 1.0) Description 

"* NQA-I, IS-I, Supplementary DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Requirements for Organization (Section 1.0) Description 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS: 

1.1 Quality Assurance Program DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Management (Section 1.1.4) Description 

1.2 Delegation of Work DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 1.2) Description 

1.3 Dispute Resolution DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 1.3) Description 

1.4 Resolution of Allegations DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 1.4) Description 

and SPP 10.03 Differing Staff Opinions and 
Allegations 

1.5 Stop Work Provisions DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 1.5) Description 

and SPP 5.03 Stop Work Orders

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOEFRW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER I TITLE REMARKS

2 

2.0

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 

General 

" NQA-1, BR-2, Quality Assurance 
Program 

" NQA-1, 2S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for the Qualification of 
Inspection and Test Personnel 

" NQA-1, 2S-2, Supplementary 
Requirements for the Qualification of 
NDE Personnel 

" NQA-1, 2S-3, Supplementary 
Requirements for the Qualification of 
Quality Assurance Program Audit 
Personnel 

" NQA-1, 2S-4, Supplementary 
Requirements for Personnel 
Indoctrination and Training

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Qualification of Quality Assurance 
Audit Personnel 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Training Needs Assessment 

Preparation and Conduct of 
Training

Assigned to Field Office 

Assigned to Field Office

a m f

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 2.0) 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Para 2.1.7) 

and SPP 3.03 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Para. 2.1.7), 

SPP 3.01, 

SPP 3.02,

J
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DOCUMENTSTHAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

2.0 General 
(continued) 

SPP 3.04 Documentation of Surveillance 
Personnel Qualification 

and SPP 3.05 Administration of Personnel 
Certification, Qualification, and 
Training Records 

" NQA-1, 2A-1, Nonmandatory Assigned to Field Offices 
Guidance on Qualification of 
Inspection and Test Personnel 

" NQA-1, 2A-3, Nonmandatory EM-343 Lead Auditors are 
Guidance on the Education and Certified by EM-20 
Experience of Lead Auditors 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

2.1 Quality Assurance Program 

"* Quality Assurance Program SPP 2.03 Quality Assurance Program 
Description Description 

"* Technical and Quality Assurance SPP 2.01 Standard Practice Procedures 
Administrative Procedures 

2.2 Reporting Independence of Personnel DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.1) Description

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

2.3 Planning DOE/EMIWO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.2) Description 

and SPP 2.03 Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

2.4 Readiness Review DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.3), Description 

and SPP 4.14 Administration and Conduct of 
Operational Readiness Reviews 

2.5 Graded Quality Assurance Program DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.4) Description 

and SPP 2.03 Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

2.6 Policy Statement DOE/EMJWO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.5 and page Description 
i) 

2.7 Quality Assurance Requirements Matrix DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.6) Description 

2.8 Personnel Selection, Indoctrination, DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Training, and Qualification (Para. 2.1.7), Description 

SPP 3.05, Administration of Personnel 
Certification, Qualification, and 
Training Records

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOEIRW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

2.8 SPP 3.01, Training Needs Assessment 
(continued) 

and SPP 3.02 Preparation & Conduct of Traininf 

2.9 Surveillance DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.8) Description 

SPP 4.01, Planning & Scheduling of 
Evaluation & Assessment 
Activities 

and SPP 4.04 Administration & Conduct of 
Surveillance 

2.10 Management Assessment DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.9), Description 

and SPP 8.02 Annual Assessment of the Quality 
Assurance Program 

2.11 Quality Assurance Program DOE EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Management- Information Reporting (Para. 2.1.10) Description 
and Tracking 

SPP 8.03, Quality Assurance Program 
Progress and Status Reports 

and SPP 10.01 Analysis of Adverse Quality 
Trends 

2.12 Qualification of Data of Indeterminate DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program Assigned to Field Offices 
Quality (Para. 2.1.11) Description

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

APP. B AMPLIFICATIONS OF QUALITY 
ASSURANCE PROGRAM 
REQUIREMENTS FOR WASTE 
ACCEPTANCE PROCESS 
ACTIVITIES OF HIGH-LEVEL 
WASTE FORM PRODUCTION: 

2.0 (B) AMPLIFICATION OF QARD 
SECTION 2.0-QUALITY 
ASSURANCE PROGRAM 
DESCRIPTION FOR THE WASTE 
ACCEPTANCE PROCESS 

2.1 (B) Method Description DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 1 and 2) Description 

2.2 (B) Readiness Reviews DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.3) Description 

2.3 (B) Graded Quality Assurance Program DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 2.1.4) Description 

and SPP 2.03 Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

2.4 (B) Personnel Selection, Indoctrination, DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program Inspection & Test Personnel 
Training, and Qualification [Para. 2.1.7), Description Qualifications assigned to 

Field Offices 

SPP 3.01, Training Needs Assessment

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX 

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

2.4 (B) SPP 3.02, Preparation and Conduct of 
(continued) Training 

and SPP 3.05 Administration of Personnel 
Certification, Qualification, and 
Training Records 

2.5 (B) Management Assessments DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program Assigned to Field Offices 
(Para. 2.1.9) Description 

and SPP 8.02 Annual Assessment of the Quality 
Assurance Program 

3 DESIGN CONTROL 

3.0 General DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program Design Control 
Section 3.0 Description Responsibilities are 

assigned to Field Offices 

"* NQA-1, BR-3, Design Control DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Section 3.0 Description 

"* NQA-1, 3S-1, Supplementary DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Requirements for Design Control Section 3.0 Description 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS: 

3.1 Design Deficiency Control Assigned to Field Offices 

3.2 Design Changes Assigned to Field Offices 

3.3 Design Verification Assigned to Field Offices

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOEIRW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

3.4 Technical Reviews DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program Except for selected reviews 
(Para. 3.1) Description assigned to Field Offices 

and SPP 4.15 Administration & Performance of 
Technical Reviews 

3.5 Peer Reviews DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Para. 3.1), Description 

SPP 4.08 Administration and Conduct of 
Peer Reviews 

"APPENDIX B 

3.0 AMPLIFICATION OF QARD 
SECTION 3-DESIGN CONTROL 

3.1 (B) Control of Experiments and 
Development Activities 

3.1.1 (B) Experimental and Development Assigned to Field Offices 
Activities 

3.1.2 (B) Minimum Controls for Developmental Assigned to Field Offices 
Activities 

3.1.3 (B) Documentation Assigned to Field Offices 

3.1.4 (B) Experimental and Developmental Assigned to Field Offices 
Records Control 

3.1.5 (B) Modification Control Assigned to Field Offices

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

3.2 (B) Computer Software Design Control Assigned to Field Offices 

4 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT 

CONTROL 

4.0 General 

" NQA-1, BR-4, Procurement Document DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Control (Section 4.0), Description 

and SPP 4.12 Quality Assurance Input to the 
Program Execution Guidance 
Documents 

and SPP 4.16 Document Review 

" NQA-1, 4S-1, Supplementary DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Requirements for Procurement (Section 4.0) Description 
Document Control 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

4.1 Review DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 4.0) Description 

4.2 Applicability of Purchaser's Quality DOE/EMJWO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Assurance Program (Section 4.0) Description

0t,
Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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ATTA. .EN' 1 K
DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOEJRW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX 

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

5 

5.0 

5.1 

5.2 

6 

6.0 

6.1

INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES, 
AND DRAWINGS 

General 

NQA-1, BR-5, Instructions, 

Procedures, and Drawings 

GENERAL (0214) REQUIREMENTS 

Reviews 

Quality Assurance Records 

DOCUMENT CONTROL 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-6, Document Control 

"* NQA-1, 6S-1, Supplementary 

Requirements for Document Control 

GENERAL (0214) REQUIREMENTS 

Control System

I I -

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Standard Practice Procedures 

Standard Practice Procedures 

Preparation, Transfer, & Receipt o' 
Quality Records 

Quality Assurance Program 

Description 

Controlled Documents 

Controlled Documents 

Controlled Documents

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 

organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

DOE/EMIWO/02 
(Section 5.0) 

and SPP 2.01 

SPP 2.01 

and SPP 7.01 

DOE/EM/WO/02 

(Section 6.0) 

SPP 6.05 

SPP 6.05 

SPP 6.05
t:1
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

6.2 

6.3 

7 

7.0 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 6.0) 

SPP 6.05 

DOFJEMIWO/02 
(Section 7.0) 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 7.0) 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 7.0)

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Controlled Documents 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description

a I ______________ -

Controlled Documents 

Quality Assurance Organization Review 

CONTROL OF PURCHASED ITEMS 
AND SERVICES 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-7, Control of Purchased 
Items and Services 

"* NQA-1, 7S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Control of 
Purchased Items and Services 

"• NQA-1, 10S-1, Sections 4, 6.1 through 
6.4, and 8, Supplementary 
Requirements for Inspections 

GENERAL (0214) REQUIREMENTS 

Supplier Quality Assurance Program 

Receipt Inspection Planning 

Receipt Inspection Records

Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

CD 
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ATTAiL IENT 1

DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

8 

8.0 

9 

9.0 

9.1 

9.2

I I

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 8.0) 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 9.0)

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description

Assigned to Field OfficesIDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL 
OF MATERIALS, PARTS, AND 
COMPONENTS 

General 

NQA-1, BR-8, Identification and 
Control of Items 

NQA-1, 8S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Identification and 
Control of Items 

CONTROL OF PROCESS 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-9, Control of Processes 

"* NQA-1, 9S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Control of Processes 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

List of Special Processes 

Quality Assurance Organization 
Involvement in Qualification Activities for Special Processes

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

Vt'o UD t3



ATTAL lENT 1
DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

9.3 

9.0 (B) 

9.1 (B) 

10 

10.0 

10.1 

10.2

Evidence of Accomplishment of Special 
Processes 

"APPENDIX B 

AMPLIFICATION OF QARD 
SECTION 9.0-CONTROL OF 
PROCESSES 

Process Control 

INSPECTION 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-10, Inspection 

"* NQA-1, 10S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Inspection 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

Inspection Planning 

Records

Quality Assurance Program 
Description

.1 .h I C

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 

organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 10.0)

W V.l N

AWAý IIIENT I



DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

11 

11.0 

11.1 

11.2 

12 

12.0 

12.1

DOEFEM/WO/02 
(Section 11.0) 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 12.0)

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description

TEST CONTROL 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-11, Test Control 

"* NQA-1, 11S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Test Control 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

Uncertainty and Error 

Test Planning 

CONTROL OF MEASURING AND 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-12, Control of Measuring 
and Test Equipment 

"* NQA-1, 12S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Control of 
Measuring and Test Equipment 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

Calibration Standards
I S

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

=1 A 
�O* t'30 
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ATTAC( !rNT 1

DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

HANDLNG,,TOAG, AN

13 

13.0 

13.0 (B) 

13.1 (B) 

14 

14.0

HANDLING, STORAGE, AND 
SHIPPING 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-13, Handling, Storage, 
and Shipping 

"* NQA-1, 13S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Handling, Storage, 
and Shipping 

APPENDIX B 

AMPLIFICATIONS OF QARD 
SECTION 13-HANDLING, STORAGE, 
AND SHIPPING 

Archival Samples 

INSPECTION, TEST, AND 

OPERATING STATUS 

General 

* NQA-1, BR-14, Inspection, Test and 
Operating Status

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 13.0) 

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Section 14.0)

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Quality Assurance Program 
Description

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 
(non-radioactive 
qualification samples only) 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

J a a 0 

M 0!



ATTAC( !.NT 1 (
DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX 

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

14.1 Sequence of Operations Assigned to Field Offices 

15 CONTROL OF NONCONFORMING 
ITEMS 

15.0 General DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 15.0), Description 

"* NQA-1, BR-15, Control of 
Nonconforming Items 

"* NQA-1, 15S-1, Supplementary SPP 5.01, Deviations and Corrective Actions 

Requirements for Control of 
Nonconforming Items 

SPP 5.03, Stop Work Orders 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

15.1 Closure SPP 5.01 Deviations and Corrective Actions 

15.2 Nonconformance Disposition SPP 5.01 Deviations and Corrective Actions

Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 

organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

0 
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUM ENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

16 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

16.0 General DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 16 ) Description 

* NQA-1, BR-16, Corrective Action DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 16) Description 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

16.1 Trend Analysis SPP 10.01 Analysis of Adverse Quality 
Trends 

16.2 Corrective Actions for Significant DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
Conditions Adverse to Quality (Para. 16.1.1) Description 

and SPP 5.01 Deviations and Corrective Actions 

16.3 Deficiencies SPP 5.01, Deviations and Corrective Actions 

SPP 5.07 Evaluation and Assessment 
Commitment Tracking and 
Reporting System 

16.4 Remedial Action SPP 5.01 Deviations and Corrective Actions 

17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 

organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX 

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 

SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS 

17.0 General DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 
(Section 17.0), Description 

* NQA-1, BR-17, Quality Assurance 
Records 

General 

• NQA-1, 17S-1, Supplementary SPP 7.01 and Preparation, Transfer and Receipt 

Requirements for Quality Assurance of Quality Records 

Records 

SPP 7.02 Quality Records Management 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

17.1 QA Records SPP 7.01 Preparation, Transfer and Receipt 
of Quality Records 

and SPP 7.02 Quality Records Management 

17.2 QA Training and Qualification Records DOE/EM/WO/02 Quality Assurance Program 

(DOE System 80) (Section 17) Description 

17.0 APPENDIX B 

AMPLIFICATION OF QARD 
SECTION 17- QUALITY 
ASSURANCE RECORDS 

17.1 (B) Product Certification Assigned to Field Offices

Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 

organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

Determination of Quality Assurance 
Records 

Production Documentation

DOE/EM/WO/02 
(Para. 17.1.1)

Quality Assurance Program 
Description

Assigned to Field Offices

.1 I 1 4

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

A 
(0 C)3

17.2 (B) 

17.3 (B)
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

18 

18.0 

18.1 

18.2 

18.3 

18.4

AUDITS 

General 

"* NQA-1, BR-18, Audits 

"* NQA-1, 18S-1, Supplementary 
Requirements for Audits 

GENERAL (0214) AMPLIFICATIONS 

Technical Considerations 

Analysis of Audit 

Internal Audit Scheduling 

External Audit Scheduling

Quality Assurance Program 
Description 

Qualification of Quality Assurance 
Audit Personnel 

Planning & Scheduling of 
Evaluation Activities 

Planning & Scheduling of 
Evaluation Activities 

Administration and Conduct of 
Quality Assurance Audits 

Planning & Scheduling of 
Evaluation Activities 

Administration and Conduct of 
Quality Assurance Audits

A a a

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

t:) 0 
M

ATTAL _AENT 1

DOEIEM/WO/02 
(Section 18.0) 

SPP 3.03 

and SPP 4.01 

SPP 4.01, 

SPP 4.02, 

SPP 4.01 

SPP 4.02,



ATNTAfA ,ENT 1
DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX 

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUMENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

APPENDIX B 

AMPLIFICATION OF QARD 
SECTION 18A - QUALITY 
ASSURANCE AUDITS 

Planning and Certification 

Audit Team Selection 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

18.0 

18.1 (B) 

18.2 (B) 

19 

19.0 

19.1 

19.2 

19.3 

19.4 

19.5 

19.6 

19.7

Computer Software Quality Assurance 
Plan (SQAP) 

Computer Software Verification and 
Validation 

Verification 

Validation 

Computer Software Configuration 
Management 

Qualification of Existing Software 

Documentation

SPP 4.02 

SPP 4.02

Administration and Conduct of 
Quality Assurance Audits 

Administration and Conduct of 
Quality Assurance Audits

I ___________________________________

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

* Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 
0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

I Application of Requirements
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DOCUMENTS THAT IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF DOE/RW-0214 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM INDEX

REQUIREMENT IN RW-0214 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENT * 

RW-0214 I DOCUM ENT 
SECTION TITLE NUMBER TITLE REMARKS

Reviews 

Discrepancy Reporting and Corrective 
Action 

Media Control and Physical Security 

Acquired Computer Software 

Computer Software Application 

Exceptions to ASME NQA-1, 1989 
Edition

________________ _____________________________________________________-I _____________________________ I

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices 

Assigned to Field Offices

Documents listed as "implementing" do not necessarily indicate a one-to-one relationship with the specific requirements listed in the 

0214 "Requirements" column, but are document(s) that either address the listed requirement(s), delegate the requirement(s) to a lower 
organization, are the implementing procedures; or are a combination thereof.

19.8 

19.9

19.10 

19.11 

19.12 

19.13
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f~ rw V7 WI 

Unitec States Government DeDartment of Energy 

memorandum 
OCT 2 15 91 

Recort cf the Office of Civilian Radloact-ve Waste Manacement 
(OCRIY) Quality Assurance (QA) Audit HQ-9-003 on the 
Vitr:fication Pro~ects Branch (EM-343) 

Chief, Vitrification Projects Branch 
Office of Waste Operations, EM-343 

Reference: Me=oranduAm from EM-30 to Donald G. Horton dated 
October 4, 1991, "Stop Work on the Vitrificaticn Protects 
Technical Review Groups" 

Attached is the report for QA Audit HQ-9.-OCJ The aas 
ccnoucted by the OCRWM Headauarters QA Divisicn at EM-343 
_al-ites :n Ge-antocn, MD cn Auausz 26-3:, 1991 

ur~no the course of this audit, the audit team generate: nine Corrective Act:cn Requests (CA.Rs) documenting defiicent 
c-ndi::cns and eigh: observations of areas where EM-343 mich: 
irove ctheir QA program.  

Because of the collective severity of the defi=iencies found 
during the audit, EM-30 took the initiative to stop work b'; the Vitrification Projects Technical Review Groups on October 4, 
199:, (see referenced memorandum). RW-3 believes that the actions to be completed prior to lifting the stop work, as given 
-n the referenced memorandum, need to be supplemented to su:zrt OCR*M needs. It is recrested that EM-343 provide a more 

detailed list of prereaisite actions necessary to resume wor..  
This list should take into..• consideration approved responses t= 
•oen Or.. CARs, as apprcpriate, previously issued to EM-343.  it is also recuested that EM-343 transmit to this office, for the record, documented evidence that this "stop work" is being controlled under the EM QA program (DCAR, etc.). Also, durino the period of the stop work, OCRWM OQA representatives shal>: 

"o participate in all verification activities (e.g., audits, 
surveillances and assessments) performed by EM-343, and 

"o prior to lifting the stop work, verify completion of all 
agreed to prerequisite actions.



Responses to the CARs (which were transmitted via separate 
letter) are due by the date indicated in block ten of the CARs.  
A response to this audit report is not necessary. The subject 
audit is considered completed as of the date of this letter; 
however, any open CARs will continue to be tracked until the%have been closed to the satisfaction of the audit team leader 
and the Director, OQA.  

If you have any questions, please contact Bob Clark or myself at 
(202) 586-6858.  

Donaldý G. orton, Director 
Office of Quality Assurance 
Office of Civilian . ---.  

Waste Manacemen.:: 

S. Cowan, EM-30 
M. Frei, EM-34 
J. Hennessey, EM-343 
K. Chacey, EM-343 
.. Peters, RW-2 
C. Gertz, RW-20 
J. Roberts, RW-30 
R. Milner, RW-40 
D. Spence, YMSCFO 
S. W. Zirerman, NWPC, Carson C_' ....  
K. Whi4le, Linccon County, NV 
M. Baughqan, Lincoln Countv, •" 
J. Bingham, Clark County, V 
D. Bechtel, Clark County, NV 
Englebrecht von Tiesenhasuen, Clark County, Las Vegas, YV 
P. Seidler, SAIC 
R. Campbell, Inyo County, CA 
R. Michener, Inyo County, CA 
G. Derby, Lander County, NV 
C. Schank, Churchill County, NV 
C. Jackson, Mineral County, NV 
F. Sperry, White Pine County, NV 
L. Vaughan, Esmeralda County, NV 
K. Hooks, NRC, Washington, D.C.  
J. Conway, NRC, Washington, D.C.  
J. Buckley, NRC, Washington, D.C.  
R. J. Brackett, TESS, HQ (RW-3) FORS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The au-,, team concluded that. in general, the qualit' assurance program for the Vimificauon Projects 
Branch. EM-343. was not being fully implemented and for this reason was determined to be "not 
effectr, e. Two of the II criteria audited were found to be effective. Two criteria were found to be 
indeterminate because insufficient work had been done to allow an evaluation. Seven criteria were 
found to be "not effective" for the work done. Nine Corrective Action Requests resulted from this 
audit. L" addition, eight observations are presented to the auditee for consideration.  

As a result of discussions among RW-3, EM-30 and EM-343 management. E-M-30 has taken limited 
stop v, ori action. Because of the general lack of compliance with the quality assurance program. the 
niarasu~cture needed to support the technical review actvities is not adequate. Work or. ie tectL.ocai 

revie,, auvities has been stopped unti specified actions to ensure compliance with the cualiEt 
assurarnice program and establish the infrastructure needed to support the technical acuviues have been 
taken. EM-343 has agreed to keep OCRWA'M apprised of the status of compleuon of premquisite 
actions I, resume vAork in this area.

'I
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1.0 Int-mduction 

The Office of Civilian Radioactove Waste Management (OCRWM) performed a quality 
assurance audit (number HQ-91-003) of the Vitification Projects Branch (EM-343,j of the 
Waste Operations Division of the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste 
Management. The audit was conducted by an audit team from the Headquarters Quality 
Assurance Division (HQAD) of the Office of Quality Assurance (OQA). The audit was 
performed in accordance with Quality Assurance Administrative Procedure !QA.A:) 18.2, 
"Audit Program," and the associated audit plan [reference letter from RW-S to Associate 
Director, EM-30, dated July 29. 1991, "Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste .Management 
(OCRW.\M) Quality Assurance (QA) Audit HQ-91-003 of the Vitrification Projects Brancn 
(EM-- 34)3].  

2.0 Audit Scope 

The audit evaluated compliance to and the effectiveness of the EM-343 QA :rocram as 
descnbed in the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (E.Mfj Quality Assurance 
Program Description (QAPD'. DOE,'EMIWO/01 and DOE/EM/WO/02 and their associated 
Standard Practice Procedures (SPPs).  

The adequacy of the QAPD was evaluated separately and was not included as a component 
of this audit (Reference DOE letter from RW-3 to Chief. Vitrification Pro iects Branch. EM
343, dated April 8, 1991, "Review of EM QAPD. Revision 0"). The adequacy of the SPPs 
(revision 0) was not reviewed in detail because of the already identified weaknesses in the 
EM QAPD.  

No previous audits of EM-343 had been performed by OCRWM. Althougi. ihree 
surveillances had been performed by OCRWM within the past two months. onl\ one 
sur'eillance report had been issued and EM-343 had not had time to respond to the repon.  
The results of these surveillances (HQ-SR-91-011. HQ-SR-91-016, and HQ-SR-91-014) ',ere 
taken into account when auditing the following SPPs: 

SPP 3.04, "Documentation of Surveillance and Review Personnel Qualifications 
qualifications of review personnel only 

SPP 4.05, "Administration of Technical Reviews" 
SPP 4.06, "Conduct of Technical Reviews" 
SPP 4.11, "Review of Waste Acceptance Process Technical Documents 
SPP 4.12, "Review of Program Execution Guidance Documents" 
SPP 7.01, "Preparation, Transfer, and Receipt of Quality Records" 
SPP 7.02, "Quality Records Management" 

The following procedure was not included in the audit because it was determined that it had 
been adequately covered during surveillance HQ-SR-91-014:

SPP 3.03, "Certification of Quality Assurance Audit Personnel"
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The programmatic elements audited are ,denufied below: 

QA PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

I - Orgaruzanon 
2 - Quality Assurance Procram 
3 - Design Control (including software and scientific invesugation) 
4 - Procurement Document Control 
5 - Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings 
6 - Document Control 
7 - Control of Purchased Items and Services 
15 - Control of Nonconforming Items 
16 - Corrective Action 
17 - Quality Assurance Reprts 
1S - Audits 

The following programmatic elements were not reviewed during the audit because the% are 
not included withLin the scope of the EM quaIlity assurance program and no ,xork had been 
done in these areas: 

8 - Identification and Control of Items 
9 - Control of Processes 

10 - Inspection 
11 Test Control 
12 -Control of Measunng and Test Equipment 
13 - Handling, Storage, and Shipping 
14 - Inspection. Test, and Operating Status 

The audit of implementation and statements of effecuveness were based on the issued 
revisions of the QAPD and SPPs at the time of the audit.  

The audit of technical areas was limited to a review of: 

1. Qualifications of technical personnel 

2. Understanding of procedural requirements as they pertain to the development and 
qualification of waste forms.  

3.0 Audit Team and Observers 

The following is a list of audit team members and observers.  

Audit Manager Robert W. Clark DOE, Washington. D.C.  
Audit Team Leader Norman C. Frank CER Corp., Arlington. VA
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Auditors R. Dennms Brown 
Robert G. Thomas 
Craig G. Walenga 
Clyde D. MoreLl 
Thomas E. Rodgers 
Louis Wade 

Observers John T. Buckley USNRC 
James T. Conway 
Frank E. Nash

CER Corp., Arlington, VA 
CER Corp., Arlington. VA 
CER Corp., Arlington, VA 
CER Corp., Arlington, VA 
CER Corp., Arlington. VA 
WESTON, Washington, DC 

USNRC 
Duke Eng/TESS

4.0 Summarv of Audit Results 

4.1 Program Effecuveness 

The audit team concluded that, in general the qualty assurance program for EM-3343 
was not being fiuly implemented and for this reason was determined to be "not 
effective. Two of the 11 criteria audited were found to be effective. Two cnteria ,,ere 
found to be indeterminate because insufficient work hac. been done to allow an 
evaluation. Seven criteria were found to be "not effecu"e for the work done. Nine 
Corrective Action Requests resulted from this audit. Ln addition. eight obsen,ations are 
presented to the auditee for consideration.  

4.2 Stop Work Action 

As a result of discussions among RW-3, EM-30 and E.M-343 management, EM-30 has 
taken limited stop work action. Because of the general lack of compliance with the 
quality assurance program, the infrastructure needed to support the technical revie, 
activities is not adequate. Work on the technical review activities has been stopped 
until specified actions to ensure compliance with the quality assurance program and 
establish the infrastrcture needed to support the technical review activities have been 
taken. EM-343 has agreed to keep OCRWM apprised of the status of completion of 
prerequisite actions to resume work in this area.  

4.3 Programmatic Audit Activities 

Details of programmatic audit activities are provided in Attachment 1. A list of 
objective evidence reviewed during the audit is provided in Attachment 2.
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4.4 Technical Activities 

The qualifications of r-eviev, personnel were evaluated during the auaid EM personneis 
understanding of procedural reouirements as they pertain to the develiopment and 
qualification of waste forms was also evaluated during the audit. Thne resuiLs are 
included in this report.  

4.5 Summary of Deficiencies 

The audit team identified numerous deficiencies during the audit. These were 
consolidated into rnne CARS. A synopsis of the CARs and observatuons is presente.d in 
Section 6.0. Information copies of the draft CARs are included in Attachment 3.  

Of the nine CARs Atnnen. _J-I-me represented significant failures of Lt.e EM Crsonne" 
understand ana impiement 'ine- qualitv assurance program, one reprsen:es z -nsufficien' 
definition of the quaiit. assurance program, and five represemed dem=,:ene:es ,n Uhe 
implemented portion of the quality assurance program.  

5.0 Audit Meetings and Personnel Contacted 

The preaudit conference was held at EM-3,43 offices in the Trevion II buriding m 
Germantown, MD on August 26. 1991. A daily debriefing and coordination meeting xas 
held with EM-343 management and staff. The postaudit conference was held in the Trevion 
I building in Germantown, MD on August 30. 1991. A list of peronei invoived in the 
audit is included in Attachment 4.  

6.0 Synopsis of Corrective Action Requests Issued and Observations Noted 

6.1 Corrective Action Recuests (C.XRs) 

HQ-91-035 Personnel demonstrated a general lack of compliance Ain uhe issued 
Standard Practice Procedures.  

HQ-91-036 The training program was inadequate and ineffective.  

HQ-91-037 No management assessments or internal QA program audits of EM-343 
had been completed.  

HQ-91-038 The QARG-1 (SPP) did not: a) comply with the applicable SPPs or its 
own charter, nor b) adequately review the draft revision 1 or draft 
revision 0 SPPs.
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HQ-91-0I339 

HQ-91-040 

HQ-91-041 

HQ-91-042 

HQ-91-043

6.2 Observations/Recommendations 

1. Several of the existing SPPs are concerned with topics of an 
administrative/program management nature that, although needed, do not have to 
be included within the scope of the quality assurance program, yet are shown in 
the EM QAPD requirements matrix as being necessary to satisfy DOE/RW-0214 
(QARD). These procedures are fairly prescriptive, and any flexibility in their 
implementation is forfeited by maintaining them as procedures that affect quality.  
Because they are auditable, implementation and compliance problems are 
inevitable. EM-343 should consider removing the following procedures from the 
EM QAPD requirements matrix:

"Official HLW Office Files" 
"Preparation of Correspondence" 
"Incoming Mail" 
"Commitment Control" 
"Preparation and Maintenance of the Program Schedules" 
"HLW Monthly Progress Reporting" 
"Preparation and Maintenance of the Work Breakdown Structures 
(WBS)"

EM-343 has not established and implemented a systematic method for 
defining the work tha is subject to the EM-343 QA program 
requirements. SPP 2.05, "Selective Application of Quality Assurance 
Activities." was not issued at the time of the audit. No method existed 
for the selective application of QA activities to EM-343 work.  

The EM-343 Branch Chief had not designated a person to fill the HLW 
Quality Assurance Prograrn Manager position.  

Deficiencies identified in Surveillance Report 91EA-VP-S-003, dated 
6/14/91, were not documented on deviation reports. In addition, no 
action had been taken to correct the identified deficiencies. The 
deficiencies had been included in the Quality Improvement Log rather 
than being documented on deviation reports. The surveillance report ha2t 
not been accepted" by EM-343.  

The administrative support contract for BDM does not require BDM to 
perform work in accordance with the SPPs or the EM-343 QAPD.  

EM-343 has not reviewed and accepted the West Valley or Richland 
Office implementng procedures.

SPP 6.01 
SPP 6.02 
SPP 6.03 
SPP 6.04 
SPP 9.01 
SPP 9.02 
SPP 9.03
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2 The procedures for corrective action. including the Deviation and Corrective 
Acnon Report (DCAR), quality improvements, and trending systems should be 
evaluated for unnecessary overlap of system function and definition of 
applicability. Consolidation of procedures with significant overlap is 
recommended.  

Deficiencies identified during audits of the Savannah River Operations Office are 
not being promptly corrected. The response to DCARs issued as a result of a 
February 1991 audit was only recently received. Several DCARs from the June 
1990 audit remain open. The audit team recognizes that considerable effort by 
EM has been made to obtain responses from Savannah River, but the audit twann 
also recognizes that the responsibility rests with EM-343 for timeliness and for 
adequacy of responses.  

The audit team was informed that the E.M-3-4.3 worning files are _- Conia,2 a 
complete set of the Aorking documents. However, the audit tearn identified 
numerous instances where complete working files wsere not present. Examples 
are: 

"* personnel qualification and certficat'on records for the WVDP technicai 
review groups 

"* complete working files for such areas as complete DCARs and completed 
audit checklists 

"* training and qualification records for some audit team members.  

The audit team recognuzes that EM is now, in the process of compi-ting the 
working files.  

5. The qualifications of two technical specaiists used on audit 9iEA-WV-AU-001 
were reviewed. While their overall quahlfications were excellen'. a concern, exists 
that the two technical specialists were not qualified for the areas of review that 
they were assigned. One technical specialist was assigned to sections 1. 2. 16.  
and 18 of the West Valley QAPD while the other technical specialist Was 
assigned to sections 3, 5, 6, 10, 17, and 19. Since the audit report was deficient 
in addressing exactly what was audited, and the completed checklists of these two 
technical specialists were not available to the audit team, this concern could not 
be resolved. EM-343 should ensure that the qualifications of future technical 
specialists match the expertise needed to review areas assigned. It is further 
recommended that technical specialists be used to review the adequacy of work 
products and work performed.  

6. The PEGD provides requirements to be met by the Operations Offices' QAPDs.  
The guide sheets (review plans) for the EM-343 reviews of Operations Office 
QAPDs do not list the PEGD as one of the base documents to be used during the 
review.
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7 A trend ana.Mis of DCARs has not been performed. There am approximately 40 
DCARs that could be analyzed for trenas. The audit team recoaruzes that a new, 
system to track and analyze DCARs is now being developed.  

8. There is no obJective evidence that the Richland Operations Office has been 
sending quarterly.QA and Safety Status Reports" to EM-30 as required by the 
PEGD.  

7.0 Required Actions 

Responses to the CARs ,,ere requested in a separate memorandum that formr..,1! transrmecd 
the CARs to EM-30. Responses will be evaluated and foUowup action will be performed in 
accordance with QAAP !6.1, "Corrective Action." 

Responses to the recommendations are not required. but appropnate managemcen: auentor, 
and action should be taken.  

8.0 List of Attachments 

Attachment 1 Audit Details 
Attachment 2: List of Objective Evidence Reviewed During the Audit 
Attachment 3: Information Copy of Draft CARs 
Attachment 4. Personnel Involved in the Audit
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ArFTTACI-LNENT I 

Audit Details 

The folowing is a summary of programmatic activitv covered during the audit. A list of objecuve 
evidence reviewed during this audit and the full document identfication number, revision status, and 
tide for Standard Practice Procedures (SPPs) referenced below are given in Attachment 2.  

1.0 Organization 

The evaluation of Critenon I v4as based on personnel interviews and a review, of the curren: 
organizational structure. The areas evaluated included: 

* Organizational Responsioilities and Authority 
• External and Internal Interfaces 
* Differing Staff Opinions and Allegations (SPP 10.03S 
* Control of Unsatisfactor, Conditions (Stop Work Orders) SPP 5.03) 

The orgaruzation as depicted in the QAPD does not accurately describe lines of 
responsibilities and authority for the implementation of Standard Pracuce Procedures nor does 
it accurately describe the interfaces with other organizatons, for example. EM-1, EM-20.  
EM-30. RW, WAC. MSC. This concern had been previously addressed in the formal 
comment review of the DOE,`EM/WOA/02 QAPD) Rev.0.  

The SPPs use titles for the "performer that have not been defined ,,ithin the EM-343 
orgaruzation. Examples include: SPP Coordinator. Manager (Project or EM-343Ti Appr-\ er.  
and Orgamzatonal Director (there is no Director in EM-343). As a consequence, perso, ."!w 
interviewed were unsure who Aas to perform the specified actions.  

Deficiencies identified were included in Corrective Action Request HQ-91-035 and HQ-9' 
040.  

An evaluation of SPP 10.03. "Differing Staff Opinions and Allegations." concluded that 
personnel are aware of the procedure and have been indoctrinated, however, to date no 
differing opinions or allegations have been identified.  

An evaluation of SPP 5.03, "Control of Unsatisfactory Conditions (Stop Work Order)." 
concluded that to date, stop work authority had not been exercised. In addition, the 
evaluation revealed that no indoctrination or training had been presented to EM-343 
personnel on SPP 5.03.
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Based on the facts that organizauonai interfaces arc not cleariv defined and ,erformers 
identified in SPPs have not been defined. Critenon I is found to be not effezve i its 
implementation.  

'.0 Quality Assurance Program 

The evaluation of Critenon 2 .,as based on personnel interviews and review of objective 
evidence. The evaluation included: 

"* QA Program Documentation.  
"* Indoctrination and Training of Personnel 
"* Qualification and Certificatdon of Personnel 
"* Surveilance and Assessments 
"* Revie,-% and Reponrc of QA Program Status 

The evaluation identified the following deficiencies that were included in Co,'ecive Action 
Requests resulting from the audit.  

1. Indoctrination and training ( CAR HQ-91-036) 

"* There were provisions for ensunng that people performing quaiil-.%-affectng 
activities are indoctrinated/trained prior to performing the activit\ 

"* Of the 43 SPPs issued to implement the QA Program. only 16 have been 
identified as requiring indoctnnatuon/trairnig.  

Lesson plans were not approved by the QA Specialist or the mariage Brancn 
Chief) as required by procedure.  

Personnel were not indoctrinated/trained on procedures for whic, te ha\e 
responsibility to implement.  

2. No annual assessments have been performed to date (CAR HQ-91-03T3.  

3. Deviations identified in EM-343 Surveillance Report 91EA-VP-S-003 were not 
documented on deviation reports (CAR HQ-91-041).  

4. The audit team evaluated the qualifications of the reviewers. Deficiencies were 
identified and included in CAR HQ-91-036. The evaluation of audit and surveillance 
personnel qualifications had been previously addressed in Surveillance Report HQ-SR
91-014 and resulted in the issuance of CAR HQ-91-034. However, the reviewers 
qualifications were not evaluated during the surveillance.
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The following SPPs could not be audited due to insufficient activities occurizng to 
demonstrate implementation: 

* SPP 8.01, "Coordination of Reviews and Evaluation by Outside Orgaruzations 
* SPP 9.01, "Preparation and Maintenance of the Program Schedules 
* SPP 9.02, "HLW Monthly Progress Reporting" 
* SPP 9.03, "Preparauton and Maintenance of the Work Breakdown Structure" 
* SPP 10.01. "Identificanon and Analysis - Trends" 

Based on the numerous instances of procedural noncompliance identified during the audit.  
Critenon 2 has been found to be not effective in its implementation.  

3.0 Design Control 

The imoiernentation of SPPs ."flared to design control were reviewed as "-zj'ý, 

SPP 4.05, "Administration of Technical Revievs, Rev. 0, and 
SPP 4.06, "Conduct of Tehnrucai Reviews, Rev. 0 

The audit team conducted interviews with the WVDP Program Manager and the Tech. Rev.  
Manager regarding the implementation of the SPPs.  

The audit team reviewed the statement of work for both the WVDP Waste Form Compliance 
Plan (WCP) #1 and the WWDP Waste Form Qualification Report ('WQR) #3. In addition, the 
Technical Review Group charter was reviewed for the W'VDP WCP#1. The Review Log for 
the TRG Waste Acceptance Activities and the WVDP WQR TRG Log Sheet were also 
reviewed. The TRG Review and Comment Records were reviewed. In all cases, it appeared 
that the implementation of the two TRGs had been conducted in accordance with the 
controlling SPPs. The audit team considered that adequate review criteria existed between 
the statement of work and the TRG charter to support a meaningful review.  

It was not possible to verify the qualifications and experience of the TRG review team due to 
the fact that those records were currently retained by the TRG Executive Secretary at 
Argonne National Laboratory. EM-343 personnel could not locate duplicate copies of these 
records in the working files for the subject TRGs.  

Based on discussions held with the Assistant Program Manager for WVDP, it was determined 
that the EM-343 level of activity regarding facilities, software, and scientific investigation 
was in its beginning stages and did not yet warrant review. Consequently, the effectiveness 
of the implementation of Criterion 3 is not determinate.  

4.0 Procurement Document Control 

EM-343 has two types of procurement documents. The Program Execution Guidance 
Document (PEGD) is used to transmit EM-343 technical and QA requirements to West 
Valley, Hanford, and Savannah River Operations Offices. It was already identified in an
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earlier surveillance that EM-343 was not reviewinv g he PEGD in accordance with Standard 
Practice Procedure (SPP) 4 12. The PEGCD (FY1991) was found to be inadequate because the 
requirements of DOE/RW-0214 were not included in the PEGD.  

The other procurement vehicle is a contract. EM-343 has a direct support services contract 
with BDM Corporation. The BDM/SAIC support team was under the direct supervision of 
EM-343 personnel. The audit team could not verify that support team personnel were 
contractually required to work to the QAPD or the SPPs. CAR HQ-91-042 was wnrten for 
this deficiency.  

The only other activity reviewed under this criterion vas the work performc' by PDC 
personnel. It was determined that PDC personnel are receiving contractual direction from the 
Richland Operations Office and technical direction from EM-343.  

Based on ine above, procurement documen: control was found to be not ef.en: e :n .  
implementation.  

5.0 Instructions, Procedures. and Drawings 

The audit team reviewed the working files of seven revision 0 SPPs. The files .vere available 
at the PDC-Germantown offices. Each working file was neatly maintained and contained a 
copy of the original DWTM-HLW version of the respective SPP, an instrucuon file index for 
the working file. an approved-original section, an instruction coordination log section. a 
memo to file, a reviewer comment and disposition section, and a reference material section.  
For each of the seven working files, the instruction file index sheet was not completed, there 
was no approved original SPP in the working file, the coordination log had not been 
completed. and the reviewer comment and disposition forms were in various stages of 
completeness with no one form fully completed. These working files are to be maintained by 
the SPP Coordinator, who was identified as PDC. Numerous violations of SPP 2.01 
requirements were noted in reviewing the incomplete working files. These procedural 
noncompliance problems have been addressed in CAR HQ-91-035.  

The audit team was informed that though the SPPs were issued in February 1990 the entire 
process of procedural development and review was done prior to the approval of SPP 2.01, 
which accounts for the incompleteness of the working files. It appeared to the audit team 
that the completeness of the revision 0 SPP working files was a low priority to the SPP 
Coordinator as draft revision I SPPs have already been written and reviewed.  

Criteria for the review of the SPPs were not found though an after-the-fact informal review 
of the SPPs against the DOE/RW-0214, QARD, Rev. 2, Requirements Matrix was performed.  

The audit team did not find evidence in the working files that any EM-343 staff member was 
involved in the formal review process for the revision 0 and draft revision I SPPs audited.
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A check for the establishment of anyv quality records packages showed that only the issued 
SPPs have been set up as oualit, records while the remaining quality records required by SPP 
2.01 have not been created due to the incompleteness of the working files.  

The audit team evaluated the preparation of the 47 draft SPPs of which most were 
modifications to the revision 0 SPPs. SPP 2.01 revision 0 was used to determine compliance.  
The same SPPs selected for the revision 0 review were selected for the revision 1 review 
along with SPP 2.05. The working files of these SPPs were presented to the audit team. The 
working files were similar in nature in that they contained something called a "document 
traveller" which replaced the SPP coordination log that had been used previously for revision 
0 SPP working files. L' general. the document traveller contained or could contain the 
information required by SPP 2.01 for each SPP. The document traveller identified the author 
of the SPP or SPP revision and had the signatures or initials of the reviewers. It was noted 
that for four SPPs of the eight evaluated, the author of the SPP was also listed as a reviewer.  

The audit team did not find evidence that any EM-3-43 staff member was invoived in the 
formal review process of the draft SPPs reviewed.  

No reviewer comments or resolutions of the comments were present in the working files.  
Though SPP 2.01 revision 0 requires the maintenance of reviewer comments and comment 
resolutions, the SPP Coordinator stated that reviewer comments were no longer being kept 
although some [an unknown quantityv] completed forms may still be available in Oak Ridge.  
After a review of the draft SPP 2.01 revision 1. the auditors noted that the SPP Coordinator 
was not complying with the existing SPP 2.01 revision 0 but was basically implementing the 
unapproved process described in draft SPP 2.01 revision 1.  

While discussing the adequacy of these reviews, the PDC SPP Coordinator and support 
personnel informed the audit team that SPPs were also reviewed bv a QARG and the 
documentation of their review comments and comment resolutions would show a thorough 
review. The audit team attempted to establish if the QARG re%!ew represented a quality 
assurance program review or was actually a management function that was performed outside 
of the quality assurance program because the EM-343 QAPD and the SPPs did not address 
this review group. The EM-343 Branch Chief informed the audit team that the QARG 
review of the SPP was done to meet the review requirements of the SPPs. The audit team 
was first told that the QARG review was not performed to comply with any SPP but was 
done in accordance with a charter. Later, SPPs 4.05 and 4.06 were identified as the 
applicable SPPs for the QARG. The charter and review documentation were provided to the 
audit team. It was noted that two members of the QARG-I (SPP) were not members of the 
core group listed in the charter.  

The adequacy of the QARG-l (SPP) review was assessed based on the documentation 
provided in a March 5, 1991 letter from M.H. Campbell to W.J. Kehew that contained the 
agenda for the QARG-l (SPP) meeting, review criteria, and the SPP review assignments.  
The results are included in CAR HQ-91-038.
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To evaluate the adequacy of the QARG-I (SPP) review, the audit tean reviewed the draft 
SPP 2.01 revision I and draft SPP 2.05, revision 0 that had been reviewed by the QARG-I 
'SPP) for compliance with DOE/RW--0214, QARD. The results are included in CAR HQ-91
038.  

Based on the numerous instances of procedural noncompliance and inadequate reviews 
identified during the audit. Criterion 5 has been found to be not effective in its 
implementation.  

6.0 Document Control 

The audit team attempted to venfy that the requirements contained within the EM QAPD for 
Document Control were adequately reflected within the SPPs to ensure adecuate 
implementation. Several instances were identified in which QAPD requirements were no, 
contained within the SPPs. Lhius Jeopardizing their implementation. No or ...... evidence 
could be found that the foilowing QAPD requirements had been satisfied: 

The QA Program Manager and the QA Specialists have reviewed the document control 
system and have confirmed its readiness to function pnor to implemrentaton tPara.  
6.1.1).  

Controlled documents have been reviewed for adequacy by the QA Program Manager 
(Para. 6.1.3).  

The Branch Chief has established an appropriate review schedule for the accepted 
controlled document iPara. 6.1.3j.  

The QA Program Manager participates in and monitors the execuuuon of the document 
control system (Para. 6.1.5).  

These results are not included in a CA.R but are expected to be addressed in the next revision 
to the SPPs. The SPPs will be revised to also address changes to the Q.APD necessitated by 
upgrading to meet Revision 4 of the QARD and to address deficiencies identified in the HQ 
review of the EM QAPD.  

SPP 2.03, "Quality Assurance Program Description Preparation. Maintenance. and Control".  
Rev. 0 

The audit team interviewed the PDC Program Manager and a BDM QA Support person 
regarding the implementation of SPP 2.03.  

The audit team reviewed the working file for the preparation of the EM QAPD 
DOE/EM/WO/A2, Rev. 0 which is currently in effect. The development of the QAPD 
appeared to comply with the requirements contained within the SPP. The establishment of 
formal review and acceptance criteria was not as formalized as it could have been. The 
Quality Assurance Review Group (QARG) used the review matrix for the NRC Standard
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Review Plan and the 0214 Document for tcne r review criteria. The EM-34 internal 
reviewers used an internal letter from tne Branch Chief which basically stated to review the 
document relative to their areas of responsibility. Although the critena provided could have 
been more specific. they are considered to have met the intent of the SPP. An opportuity 
exists for management to establish more definitive review and acceptance requirements for 
the upcoming Rev. 1 to the EM QAPD.  

The audit team reviewed the Review and Comment Records as well as the annotated drafts.  
In all cases, comments appeared to have been adequately resolved. Mandatory comments 
were initialed by each reviewer indicatng acceptance of the resolution.  

The audit team reviewed the control and distribution of the EM QAPD. A distribution Lst.  
approved by the PDC Program Manager, was in effect. The list had been most recenuvý 
revised on 8P-6/91 to reflect two recent additions. The Document Transm;r.aLRece:-: forms 
.,ere randomly compared against the Distribution List to verify accuracy. No problems vere 
.1oted. Two sets of EM-343 QAPDs ,ere randomly pulled and verified "o be accura:e., 
reflected on the Distribution List and the Transmittal/Receipt Forms.  

SPP 2.04. -Control of the Standard Practice Procedures Manual". Rev. 0 

The audit team interviewed the PDC Program Manager and a BDM QA Support person 
regarding the implementation and requirements of SPP 2.04.  

PDC is responsible to EM-343 to perform document control responsibilities on their behalf.  
A PDC Oak Ridge person has been designated as the SPP Coordinator. She mainta~ns the 
SPP Disribution List, which is approved by the PDC Program Manager. The latest 
Distribution List was issued 8/26/91 to reflect several current additions. The list appeareo to 
be accurate and was in compliance with the requirements of the SPP. The audit team 
randomly sampled several individuals to venfv distribution was as stated. No revisions have 
been made to any of the SPPs to date.  

The Transmittal/Receipt Memorandums were reviewed to verif acknowledgement. In all but 
one case, which was still within the allowable 10 day time frame, the forms had been 
returned and were available for review.  

The audit team verified that PDC Oak Ridge SPP Coordinator had received training on SPP 
2.04.  

SPP 2.05, "Selective Application of QA Activities", Rev. 0 

This SPP existed in a draft form but had not yet been issued. As a result, no mechanism was 
in existence to support the implementation of the QAPD requirement [Paragraph 2.7.1.(1)] for 
the selective application of QA controls. This is included in CAR HQ-91-039.
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SPP 6.01, 'Official HLW Office Files , Rev. 0 

The audit team interviewed the FM-343 Branch Ch-'ef Secretary and a BDM QA Support 
person relative to the implementation and requirements of SPP 2.01. Both individuals 
demonstrated adequate knowledge of the procedure.  

EM-343 Branch Chief has desi•nated in wniong his secretary as File Administrator. File 
numbers have been assigned to the HLW Office Files in accordance with DOE Order 1324.3 
and Attachment A of the SPP. Alterations, additions, and deletions are tracked and reflected 
in periodic revisions to the file index. It was verified that the File Administrator had 
received training on SPP 6.01.  

SPP 6.02. "Preparation of Correspondence. Rev. 0 

The audit team inter,,iewed the EM-343 Branchi C-ý*f Secretary regar,:rg "-.c irnpieme.a.:Dn 
and associated requirements of SPP 6.02. The Secreary was adequately fImilia wAith the 
SPP requirements.  

EM-343 outgoing correspondence is prepared within the guidelines of DOE Order 1325.1A 
and SPP 6.02. Attachment A. The following three ietters were reviewed for compliance to 
the guidelines: 

EM-343 to the Secretary dated 8/16/91 
EM-343 to Murial Scarborough, PR-2.3, dated 8/16/91 
EM-343 to Corinne Macaluso. RW-331, dated 7/30/91 

The above correspondence was found to compi\ ,Aith procedural requiremens.  

SPP 6.03. 'Incoming Mail"' Rev. 0 

The implementation of SPP 6.03 was not verified because: 1) this SPP is scheduled for 
cancellation in the next revision, and 2) the process described is not necessary to be 
contained within the scope of the QA Program.  

SPP 6.04, "Commitment Control", Rev. 0 

The audit team interviewed the EM-343 Branch Chief Secretary relative to the 
implementation of SPP 6.04. She was adequately familiar with the requirements of the SPP.  

Several instances of procedural noncompliance were identified. These deficiencies are 
supporting elements for CAR HQ-91-035, which addresses the issue of procedural 
noncompliance.

The audit team verified that the Secretary had received training on SPP 6.04.
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The audit team notea SPP 6.01, SPP 6.02. SPP 603. and SPP 6.04. although necessan
from an administraaue standpoint. are not required to be included witmn me scope of the QA 
program.  

SPP 6.05, 'Contrined Documents , Rev. 0 

The audit team interviewed PDC Program Manager and a BDM QA Support person 
regarding the implementauion of SPP 6.05.  

PDC. in the role of a di:cct support contractor to EM-033. performs me document conu-oi 
funcuons.  

Controlled Document Master Lists have been developed and are maintained by PDC for eazn 
individual assi-nee.. smote or- these lists was selected for the e E.M-343 Prcg."-an 
Mianazers and venrio .,- be accurate regardig the controlled documents le\ actuaL.\ had in 
their possession.  

The audit team venfied mat the BDN1 SPP Coordinator and a BDM QA Support person had 
received training on SPP 6,05.  

Although minor instances of noncompliance were noted with several adminlstratuve SPPs.  
controlled documents wvere found to be current and no obsolete/superseded procedures were 
found. Criterion 6 is considered to be effectively imolemented.  

7.0 Control of Purchased Items and Services 

EM-343 oversees the quality affecting activities at the Operations Offices by reviewing their 
QAPDs and implementing procedures and by conducting QA audits and surveiilance. The 
audit team evaluated activities in the QAPD and relevant implementing procedures. The log 
of review activities %,as current but did indicate several unreviewed documents. The auditors 
observed that EM-343 Aas using the QARG to perform the QAPD review required by SPP 
4.10. However. these reviews were not performed in accordance with SPP 4.10. The 
Operations Office Q.APDs did not include the requirements of the EM-343 QARD. The 
review plans did adequately address DOE Order 5700.6B, ASME NQA-1, and DOE/RW
0214. In addition, there was no evidence of DOE Project Managers approving review plans 
and review team compositions for Hanford and West Valley.  

The auditors also reviewed the EM-343 review of Savannah River's QA implemenung 
procedures. The review appears to have been adequate.  

Based on the ineffective audit program (see Section 18.0) and the QAPD review 
irregularities, it can be concluded that Criterion 7 was not effective in its implementation.
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15.0 Control of Nonconforming Items 

EM-343 uses audits ano surveillance to identify nonconforming items and conditions. They 
use a Deviation and Corrective Action Report (DCAR) form to document these 
nonconformances. PDC has recentiy developed a database for EM-343 to track the status of 
all DCARs and other nonconformances. The database is scheduled to be completed and 
ready for formal use on September 15, 1991.  

The audit team reviewed files for eleven DCARs issued in the last two years. Most of the 
files were incomplete as the original records were being stored at PDC in Oak Ridge.  
However, based on records available for review, enough evidence existed to conclude that 
EM-343 was properly implementing the DCAR system. Criterion 15 is considered to be 
effectively implemented.  

S.0 Corrective Action 

EM-343 uses the DCAR fo,-m to document the corrective action activities required for 
noncon.formances that are sicnificantiv adverse to quality. For the eleven DCARs review.ed 
the audit, there was not sufficient recoras to adequately review and evaluate the criterion.  
The lack of documentation in the working files made Criterion 16 not determinate.  

17.0 Quality Assurance Records 

Surveillance Report HQ-SR-91-016 covered the qualit, records system. Corrective Action 
Request HQ-91-033 issued as a result of this surveillance stated, "A Vitrification Projects 
Branch quality records system has not been established and implemented, and objective 
evidence does not exist that an effective quality records system has been implemented for or 
by anv' contractor that is required to comply with procedures SPP 7.01 and SPP 7-02." 

Based on this surveillance. Criteron 17 was found to be not effective in its impiementation.  

18.0 Audits 

SPP 4.02. "Administration of Quality Assurance Audits", Rev. 0, and SPP 4.03, "Conduct of 
Quality Assurance Audits", Rev. 0 

The audit team assessed the implementation of SPPs 4.02 and 4.03. The third and fourth 
quarter 1991 evaluation plans were reviewed to verify, the scheduling of audits. Audits were 
scheduled.  

The audit team requested the working files for any conducted internal audits and was 
informed that EM-343 has not performed any internal audits. A CAR HQ-91-037 was 
written to address this condition.
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Only three internal audits have been compieted, tw*o audits of Savannah River (SR) and one 
audit of West Valley !iWv'. The audit team chose to review the latest SR aucit working file 
and the only West Valley audit working file. Thie certifications and qualifications of the lead 
auditors and auditors were not addressed as this area had been reviewed in surveillance HQ
SR-91-003.  

Both audit working files contained an audit notification letter, audit plans. copies of the 
checklists that were to be used. and the audit report. The SPPs do not require the keeping of 
completed checklists as quality records.  

Without the completed checklists as part of a quality records package, both audit reports Aerc 
reviewed to assess the quality of the audit by evaluating the way the audit was conducted, the 
evidence reviewed, the assigned reviewers, and the overall conclusions made by the team.  
Both audit reports lack details as to what was reviewed, the depth and details of the areas 
reviewed, identification of the auditors to the areas reviewed, and the results of each of the 
areas audited. What was present was a description of only the negative findings and negauve 
observations and effectiveness statements along with the usual informauon about the scope.  
attendees. and preaudit and postaudit conferences. This is contrary to SPP 4.03 Attachment 
B. This deficiency is included in CAR HQ-91-035.  

The completed checklists were requested for the West Valley audit that was completed in 
June 1991. Only four completed checklists could be found in the working files. The four 
completed checklists were reviewed for completeness and contenL The four checklists 
reflected various levels of completeness from very' good to poor with the checklist of one 
previously qualified lead auditor being evaluated as poor because the documented 
information, in most cases, failed to identify who was interviewed and the details as to what 
was reviewed. The checklist also identified weaknesses that were not found to have been 
addressed in either the audit checklist or the audit report.  

A review of the qualifications of two technical specialists was conducted. The two technical 
specialists had excellent technical qualifications, however, based on the audit plan and the 
audit report, it appeared that the technical specialists were either unneeded or were used in 
areas where they were not qualified or experienced to review. Completed checklists for these 
two technical specialists were not available for review and the audit report, as previouslN 
noted, was deficient in providing any details to support or dismiss this concern. An 
observation was written to address this concern.  

No quality records had been created for the audits that have been performed.  

SPP 4.13, "Participation in Evaluation Activities Led by External Organization". Rev. 0 

The audit team interviewed an EM-343 QA Specialist and a PDC QA Specialist relative to 
the implementation of SPP 4.13 and the associated requirements.
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EM-343 has paruc:pated in onlv one audit led by an external organizaton under the SPP 4 13 
procedure. The EM-343 QA Specialist was originally scheduled to be the pam,"cipant.  
However. just prior to the audit performance, a BDM person was substituted to act as EM
343's representative on the audit. ANL Audit # QA-91-07 was conducted 5/:9-31/91. EM
343 took credit for this activity through the participation of the BDM person under Audit .  
91-EA-AN-AU-001 of the Chemical Technology Division.  

Both the EM-343 QA Specialist and the BDM person had received traiunng on SPP 4.13.  
which was included in training modules 1, 2, & 3.  

The audit team was unable to evaluate the BDM person's qualificadons and experience in 
order to assess adequacy relative to the audit performed. These records were retained at 
PDC's Oak Ridge Office where he is normally assigned. However, based or intervue'. he 
appeared to be adequately expenenced and qualified to panicipate on the aucit.  

An Audit Summar,' Report was not completed as required by SPP . 13 rq'-u::-ýcm ._-.  
Howhever. the BDM person did file a Trip Report dated 5/31/91, which provLideZ h:Ž 
assessment of the audit. This report is considered to adequately meet the inx:n of Uhe Audit 
Summary Report since it contains the same type of information.  

An External Evaluation Participation Record, Parts 1 & 2, had been completed and ,was 
contained in the audit working file. A quality records package for Audit g 91-EA-._N-AU
001 had not been prepared at the time of this audit.  

Internal audits have not been performed, the audit reports do not contain the ,mformation 
required by the procedure and are insufficient to stand alone, and corrective action from 
Savannah River has not been received in ,what the audit team considers a timle- manner.  
Based on this Critenon 18 is found to be not effective in its implementation.
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ATTACHMENT 2 

List of Objectve Evidence ReviexAed Dunnz the Audit 

EM Quality Assurance Program Descnptions iQAPDs) 

DOE/EM/WO/01. QAPD for High-Levei Waste Processing 
DOE/EM.,/WO/02. QAPD for Hic-h-Levei Waste Form Development and Qualification 

Standard Practice Procedures 

SPP 1.01, "Index of High-Lee: Waste Standard Practice Procedures for Quaiity Assurance 
Revision 0 

SPP 2.01, "Standard Pracnce P-oced,,r-,s . Revision 0 and draft Revision i 
SPP 2.03. "Quality Assurance Pera.nj Descnption Preparation Maintenance, and Control 

Revision 0 
SPP 2.04, "Control of the Standard Pracncce Procedures Manual". Revision 0 
SPP 2.05, "Selective Application of QA Activities Manual", Draft Revision 0 
SPP 3.01. "Preparation and Maintenance of Plans for Personnel Training. lndoctrmation. and 

Orientation". Revision 0 
SPP 3.02, "Preparation and Conduct of Personnel Training. Indoctrination, and Orientation, 

Revision 0 
SPP 3.03, "Certification of Quality Assurance Audit Personnel", Revision 0 
SPP 3.04. "Documentation of Sui-eiilance and Reviev, Personnel Qualifications' 

Revision 0 
SPP 3.05. "Administration of Personnel Certification and Qualification Records , Revision 0 
SPP 4.01, "Planning and Scheduhn2 of Evaluation Activities", Revision 0 
SPP 4.02, "Administration of Quality Assurance Audits". Revision 0 
SPP 4.03, "Conduct of Quality Assurance Audits", Revision 0 
SPP 4.04, "Administration and Conduct of Surveillance", Revision 0 
SPP 4.05, "Administration of Technical Reviews", Revision 0 
SPP 4.08, "Administration of Peer Reviews", Revision 0 
SPP 4.09, "Conduct of Peer Reviews", Revision 0 
SPP 4.10. "Review of Operations Offices Quality Assurance Program Descriptions and 

Procedures", Revision 0 
SPP 4.11, "Review of Waste Acceptance Process Technical Documents", Revision 0 
SPP 4.12, "Review of Program Execution Guidance Documents". Revision 0 
SPP 4.13, "Participation in Evaluation Activities Lead by External Organizations".  

Revision 0 
SPP 5.01, "Deviation Reporting and Disposition", Revision 0 
SPP 5.02, "Management Action Request". Revision 0 
SPP 5.03, "Control of Unsatisfactory Conditions (Stop Work Order)", Revision 0 
SPP 5.04, "Disposition of Deviations Identified By Outside Organizations", Revision 0 
SPP 5.05, "Review of Unusual Occurrences", Revision 0
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SPP 5.06. "Control and Disposition of Deviations and Recommendations for n'porovement 
by Outside Orgaruzauons". Revision 0 

SPP 6.01, "Official lI-LW Office Files", Revision 0 
SPP 6.02, "Preparation of Correspondence', Revision 0 
SPP 6.03. "Incoming Mail". Revision 0 
SPP 6.04, "Commitment Control", Revision 0 
SPP 6.05. "Controlled Docutments", Revision 0 
SPP 7.01, "Preparation, Transfer, and Receipt of Quality Records", Revision 0 
SPP 7.02, "Quality Records Management", Revision 0 
SPP 8.01. "Coordination of Reviews and Evaluations by Outside Orgarnzaions", Revision 0 
SPP 8.02. "Quality Assurance Program Evaluauon and Assessment of Adequacy and 

Effectiveness", Revision 0 
SPP 8.03. "Review and Reporting of Quality.' Assurance Program Progress and Status', 

Revision 0 
SPP 9.01. "Preparation and Maintenance of the Program Schedules . Revision u 
SPP 9 02, "HLW Montlhly Progress Reporting . Revision 0 
SPP 903. "Preparation and Maintenance of the Work Breakdown Structures 0WBS", 

Revision 0 
SPP 10.01. "Identification and Analysis of Adverse QualitN Trends and Problems 

Revision 0 
SPP 10.02, "Planming and Conduct of Quality Improvement", Revision 0 
SPP 10.03. "Differing Staff Opinions and A.lega:nons". Revision 0 

Workine Files For: 

SPP 4.01, Revision 1, (Drafti 
SPP 402. Revision 1, ,Draftu 
SPP 4 03. Revision 1. (Drafit 
SPP 7.01, Revision 1. (Draht 
SPP 7.02. Revision 1, (Draft) 
SPP 2.01, Revision 1. (Draft) 
SPP 2.05. Revision 0, (Draft, 
SPP 4.05. Revision 1, (Draft) 
SPP 4.06, Revision 1. (Draft) 
SPP 4.01, Revision 0 
SPP 4.02, Revision 0 
SPP 4.03. Revision 0 
SPP 7.01, Revision 0 
SPP 7.02, Revision 0 
SPP 2.01, Revision 0 
Audit 91EA-SR-AU-001 
Audit 91EA-WV-AU-001
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Organizational Charts 

* Waste Acceptance Partcipants Organizational Chart Fig. i.2.1I see QAPD, 
, DOE EM Headquarters Organizational Chart - Fig. 1.0.1(see QA.PD,; 
* DOE Waste Operations Organizational Chart - Fig. 1.0.2(see QAPD) 
* Participants in High-Level Waste Processing Organizational Charts - Fig. 2.2.1-2 

QA Planninc 

* FY 90-92 Long Range Plan and Schedule 
* FY 89 4th Quarter Evaluation Plan and Schedule 
* FY 90 1st Quarter Evaluation Plan and Schedule 
, FY 91 2nd Quarter Evaluauon Plan and Schedule 
* FY 91 3rd Quarter Evaluation Plan and Schedule 
* FY 91 4th Quarter Evaluation Plan and Schedule 

.'anazeoent Reports 

* Management Assessment of EM-343 by PTSO (Draft) dated Marc: 5. 1991 

Month.\ QA Program Status Reports 

* EM-HLW, SR-HLWD and WSRC, dated May 14. 1991 
* EM-343 HLW, dated June 25. 1991 
* SR-HLWD. EM-HI-HLW and WSRC. dated July 30, 1991 

QA Pmzram Reviews 

"* Letter dated July 30, 1991 from K. Chacev directing the impiemen:at',on of SPPs effectixe 
October 31. 1990.  

", Letter dated May 07, 1991 from K. Chacey acceptance of the HLW Form Producers 
Quality Assurance Program Interface Arrangements.  

"* Letter dated Februar' 13. 1991 from W.J. Kehew addressing the review of the West 
Valley Demonstration Project QA Program.  

"* Letter dated July 30. 1991 from K. Chacey delegating authority to T. McIntosh. V. Trice 
and T. Gutmann.  

0 Letter dated April 8, 1991 from D. Horton transmitting formal comments on 
DOE/EM/WO/02 (QAPD) 

0 Letter dated October 23, 1990 from S. Cowan. conditionally accepting the SRJHLWD and 
WSRC Quality Assurance Program Descriptions.
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Traininc 

. Training Attendance Rosters 
' Lesson Plans 03.901024.01 arto HLW-9002 
. Orientation to the QA Audit. dated 5r-4-25/90 
, QAMT Orientation to the SPPs. dated 10/16-18/90 
* EM-343 QA Orientation, dated 10,/29190 
* QA Orientation, dated 10/15,'90 
* QAMT Orientation to the SPPs. cated 12/12,90 
• Needs Assessment Worksheets for K. Chacev, T. Gutmann, T. McIntosh. V. Trice and J.  

Hennessev 
" Training Course Critique for QA•MT Orientation to SPPs (Lesson HLW 9002) dated 

10/18/90 
"* TI&O Status report for supporting contractor personnel, dated April 26. 1991 "* TI&O Status of EM-343 and S,:.ýL'7inmg Contractor Personnel tBDM'CER-RES :ý0:7-91 

to KA Chacev dated June 26 1•< 
" Descnption of SPP Trairung Molz, Jes =I, 2 & 
"* QARG reviewer training records 

QARG reviewer S. Marra ýQ'cification records) 
QARG reviewer D. Ryder 
QARG reviewer R. Stockrnar
QARG reviewer M. Campbc!3 
QARG reviewer B. Kehev,.  
QARG reviewer J. Hummncl 
QARG reviewer J. Smith 
Lesson plan for course UHLW 9101 
Lesson plan for course #QARG 9001 

Procur..n..t Documcn(Z 

"* Fiscal Year 1991 Program Execu:-on Guidancc Document (PEGD).  
"* BDM/SAIC contractor support contract.  

Control of Purchased Materials and Services 

"• EM-343 review documentation for the Hanford/Richiand site Quality Assurance Program 
Description.  

"* EM-343 review documentation for the West Valley QAPD.  

"* EM-343 review documentation for the Savannah River site implementing procedures.  

Technical Review Group Documentation 

"* Statement of Work for the TRG Evaluation of the WVDP Waste Form Compliance Plan.  
Rev. 0, dated 5/22/90
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"* Statement of Work for the TRG Evaluation oi he WVDP Waste Quaiifif.akon Report.  

Rev. 1. dated 5/11/90 

"* TRG Charter for the ,WVDP Waste Form Compliance Plan. Rev. 0, dated 5/22,90 

. Review Log for the TRG Wraste Acceptance Acnviues 

, West Valleyyv'QR TRG Log Sheet

Nonconforrine Itcms'Corrccuvc Action

DCAR Nos. 9lEA-SR-A U-GO 1-003 
91EA-SR-AU-001-005 
91EA-SR-AU-001-(X00.  
QA90-EM-30-01 -01 
QA90-EM-30-01-06 
90EA-SR-S-003-01 
90EA-SR-S-003-02 
91EA-SR-S-001 -01 
91EA-SR-S-0O01 -02 
91EA-WV-AL-001-03 
91EA-WV-AU-001-05

Management Action Request #MAkR-001, 5,r9/91 

Sun'eil!anccs Reports 

"* 90EA-SR-S-002 
"* 90EA-SR-S-003 
* 91EA-VP-S-003 
* 91EA-SR-S-004 
* 91EA-VP-S-006 

Audit-Related Documents 

* Audit 91EA-WV-AU-001 checklists for Lefman. Crawford, Stockman, and Ryder.  
* Qualification Records for J. Flaherty, SAIC and M.H. Campbell, WHC 

Audit Reports 

Audit Report #90-15-03-1006 (external) 
Audit Report #91-15-03-1012 (external)
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Audit Report 91EA-AN-AU-001 (internal. BDM participated oniyl 
Audit Report #91EA-A'V-AU-001 (internal) 
Audit Report #91 EA-SR-AU-001 (internal 

Record Files 

EM-343 Quality Records File'located at the EM-343 offices 

Corre qoondence 

• M.H. Campbell to Mr. W.J Kehew, March 5, 1991 Subject: QARG-1 SPP Rcviev, 
• EM-343 Memorandum to Corinne Macaluso, RW-331, dated 6/30/91 
* EM-343 Memorandum to the Secretary dated 8/16/91 
* EM-343 Memorandum to Murial Scarborough, PR-23, dated 8/16/91 
* Assicn•ncnt Letter - BDM/GER-KJM-11480-91 dated August 23. .991 

.hisce I areous 

Commitment Summary Log dated 8/2,7,91 
WGWA Charter dated July 18, 1990 
Position description for a Quality Assurance Specialist - not dated tPosition Announcemen, 
QA•dG Charter 
Quarterly QA Status Report for Hanford site 
Quarterly QA Status Report for Savannah River site 
Quality Improvement Log 
Commitment Tracking & Reporting Log
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ATTACHMENT 3 

Irnfornation Copies of Draft 

Corrective Action Reauests
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.1:AP NO _____________ 

OFFICE OF CIVILIAN :ATe _______ 

RADIOACThE WASTE MANAGEMENT -HEET F 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY oA- 
WASHINGTON. D.C. wasNOC_07 

Controiiing Document solvedae Reoort No.  
DOE'EMWWO/o2. dated 1C!90Aui 4QiOC 

Resoonsime ifiOgah1zation . Oscussec Winn 
EM-3.43 K Ci'acey. j. Henne~sse. H. NoLyen 

0 esoonse oue Resoonsicmirry, ?or Corrective Acion 2Sloo Work Orcer Y' or N 
EM-3.~See Note 

Recluiroemen 

S..ooaragracin 5 i.*, Waste Qoerations nas astaojisnea a management Drocisures system. 7-e OorcadurosDeSfs5cflOS 
e@Tnocs tor oerrorming o~uajiiv-rsiateo ac~rvrites in sý;oocr ot caveoioment anao uanrication acrvrnes 

E-naraoraorn 6 1 2. 'Vtnfkzaijon P-ocec-.s 8'ancn cocuments mat area re~azed to oluaiflv or ina: arec z..t assurance 
es ~ ~ ~ ~ 7-s arDrro~oD t~~e 5 roceaours acoaress ine :oiowinc :.4 irna, ss-a-cs cromenr for 

-sa a: ocations wnere ine aarrty w,, "e oeriormea orior -,o =rmmgrnc::, ,noQ work.  

AvreConortion.  
cersorine desmonstrated a generai iacK ot comorance wrtm ,no'ssuaea Stanoaro Practie Proceoxes -`-s finding a 
sý.,ooneo Dy iris following: 

The oreciaration and review orocess ot Revision 0 ano c! c~at Revision ' of ithe SPPs 0:0 nc! =,orv wrnr SPP 
2.01. The aoorovai of Revision o c,c no, =roy wri SPP 2 C * 3eta~is or oeticaincies are contained in audit 
,s o o n H Q - g l -0 0 3 .  

A *Gold Shoae' system was used to 'rap~ major cnanoes to oroceaures. 7,:s oroces~s ovoassoo the I 
,eoulrements in SPP 2 mar!, revisions -,c SPPs follow ine same steos usea to ceveioo .- e orgilais.  

-eowmenanoe Actionist.  
'Oentttv th remedial actions taken or to oo taken 10 correct M me~f3 soci dticoencies noted in Siook 6 irvmssriate mre 

'Corrective Actn Completed and Accead. '7 Closure Approved BY: 
QAR _____________Date _______OA____________________ 
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Controiiing DocXýument 
DOEy'MWO02. SPP 3 C1. aho SPP 3 02. Revs. o 

* eosocnsicie Organization Discusi 
EM-3.3~ 

Resoonse Due R*~"

clea uirment:

03 fx fo 'UTirre~Tctiv6 Actin

EM-3-4I

:AP R, N--a-; 1 03 

SeiEET F 

QA 
ArmSNC __ :__,

S * S

'ReIate AeCOrt No.

AudIt HQ-gt-OcO
s"0 Withl 

Tom Gurtmann

'StoO WvOfx Orcsf Y or N

Paragralon 2.7.1 (12) of DOE'EAWVO0.'v reouires. int Dan. tins estaoulisment and imotementation of a metnoC of Seplecinqig 'ldoctrnatirg. and training Personnel wcia oartorm or verrty adlrvrtles artectirld quairtv and Defore assioni-c D-orsoflrs tc Derrrm, activnies affecting ouaiity trie Virrfcation P'orects Branati ensures irio oositions are eva~,a.&c a-c n~a: c..a..rva'fecting resoonsoivirtiss are dociumented aria .jsoo as a oasis tor Dersonnei sailection 

SýPl 2 C ane SPP 3 C2 recuire mnat n'ariagers; ensure thiat oedo'e oorrorming aotrvtties artlctmnc :..a.::" c, a=.VfITes assuring c.airv are indoctrinated. trainee aria oriented orior to oeoryrr-irig trio aarvrTy 

" "vere .orrnion 
'etraining orogramn was inacieoume aric inerrectrie T-'s findaing is suooortoo Dy the toilowirig 

Thirteen of 20 oarsonnel interviewoo coemonstratec a gonerai iacx of knowledage of the cortert 1e *.aonoceoures 
ano, in many cases. wore not aware that Droceoures covenrig their activrtiels existed.  

2. TI&O Plans anc Scheouies were not issuedo to EM-3.43 oaribct rranacters; oy Deomoer 3 390 as reouiteo oy SPP 3 01. The, oniy Tt&O Plan ario Scheouie Dresentea to -rie audit team for review was nrc:u;osc :r oerte BD"~ER-RES 1.6027 from 8DM & BOUISAIC to K. A. Chacev. datedt Junea 26. 199 1 11 was ric: ssuac ov EM34.3 

"e;ocmmenoed A~ctionisi

deJnitrY the rmemoaa *='Or's taxon or to oe taxon to correa m~e soiecrili catiogcircts notedi

Date* Seventv Lovei 

Verification of Correarve Action:

I it koci 6 !,Yosti

'Aooroveo ov

OCA

coat. theo 

Oate:

'COrrective Action Compteted ano Acaepteo: Closure Aooroveo By: 
GAR On__________Dto OA_________________

CORRECTIVE ACTION REOLIEST
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*Controwlng Documern Roliatso Reoort No.  
DOESMMiOIC2. Fev 0. oatoo iogo Aud it HQ- 91 -003 

Resgonwaei Organization, DISCUss3o ~V~tr 
EM-34.3 J. Hennessey. K( Chacov 

*ReSOOrISe Due Resocnsloirrv for Crorrective Action Stoo worx Oroer Y or N 
EM-34~3 Sao Note 

Reouirememn 
~uboaraoracn '8 16 *Thýe act.vi'es anc oraci~ces wnicn carry our mose. orcceoures are auc~eoc uoor, imooingmn 

aria ar ieasr arnually rinereartror' 

-ýooaraoraon 22.2 *ýe Oc ior E.v c,-enrai Guaiirv Assurance'Ouanir Oy t oerlc-s a- a~-a. assess3ment 
:escooe slatus. aceouacv anc =z:::arice or :ne oua.;ýtv assurance oroc'arn w'rr 'i:± Resurtanr 

:zrrcllve r~eas.,res are ereoo e arrectoa oroarrlzaiiors !or cmorrxison :-.- ccrrec-.ve ac-iocs are trac~oo to 

A 'averse C-cncrrion 

No manaaement aSsesSMernrS or interna, CA orooramn auirts ot EM-34.3 nave oee~n ccrnoietoec 

* No internai auorrs ot EM-3.4.3 hao been oertormeo as or August 30. 9 

2No management assessments mnac been 'issueo' as or Augusr 30. '991. One assessrre-:. Gbor -ansmraeo 
'rorn M H. Camooeiii P-oeccrs Tocn-1cat Suooort Ofl~ce. to K.A Chracov. EM-343. ca:ec Mar--- ý * 991 M80 been~ 
oresentea to EM-34~3 m~anaagmenr out nao not been issued aria :rr aranc- C!ýeol nmcae*.c :-a: !,woulad not be 
5sueo As a conseauence. rio action nao been raKen ro acoress tme assessments ý-c 

:-ecmmefldeG Actionisi 

,aentrry time remediai actions taxen or to be raxen to correct mie soecific aeticrencies noted ir Boo't f3 oentlty tris 

'_atate Severiry Level Aoorovoa o Dl 

Sverdication or Corrective Action: 

'Corrective Action Commoteas and Aciceoted: Closure Aociroveo By: 

GAR __________ Date ____0__OA _________________
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-a;sa a? r'no aaverse ccnc:,cr, anc :-ý 0:a- ec ccec~rve acnon --- orvent, recurrence r~v~ce C 'esocnsTjlg oerso' 
and D~annoc comown~, cate lor ean .comriw 40 ac..,Q

CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST 
(continuation sheet) -i
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i ' CAR NO NO3-Q1.038 
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN DATE _______ 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SH4EET___ 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY Q 

WASHINGTON, D.C. W16 4 6.07 

Controang Document IRelmased Recort No.  
DOEi/M/WO/02. dated 1 W90 . Audrt HO-gi-Oc3

EM-343 

Rosoons. Due 

Reouiremeni:

Rosoonsioiiity, tor Corresjye Actin 
EM-W4

J. Smnith J. Hessaissa

Stop Wori Orcer Y or N

So. Note

DOE~EMWO/W, Paragraon 5.1.1 SM4t3 that EM-343 has oeveooec a management Drocedures lystem to pertorm Qu&affledfonc acivitis. Phe EM-3.43 Branc Chief tolo theo auart team that tre Quality Assurance Rey,.w Grouo CQARG) oooroms Thie ouairrv-atfecting an~rviies of orocodure reviews.  

'Acyarse Conation: 

T'he GARG-1, (SPP) aid not: 

a. iomoly with the aooipicaole SPPS or its own charter 
aaceuatery review trio draft revision 1 or craft rovision o Spps 

2. Discussion: 

a. Th. auait team was told that the QARG- I SPP) Denormea its function in a roance with a Charter. This Charter cia not InCiuce tull oomoliance with SPPs 4.05 ano 4.06. Thougn the Charter acdressed a oroei Simiiar to SPPS 4.05 anc 4.06. the Review Coooecinator (SPP) ýesoonsxxltJos were o hal romotised oy trie 

Recommencae Aicjonisi: 
Identify the remeowi actins to be taxen to correa me aeticienries notea in Bkoc* 6 under *Discussjn. ýdonlty

Date: Severnry Levei - AoproVS00 by Date: 

C. G. Waier / ,2Qg 
SVertlicetn of CZfrecirve Action: 

Corremve Acton Completed and A toce: Closure Approveo By: 
CAR ___________Date _ ____OOA_________________
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CORCIEATO*EUS

ýiocix 6 1'cOl:nuso) 

P-ogram Manager as oescrioea in me Charter anr it was notec tnat Iwo memoers or the iQARG- ,'SPP) were 
"^Ot MemOerS or m1e Core OrcL;Z :stec n 'e Charter 

"*- auon team assesses the aaeauacy ot the QARG-, iSPP' ,eview oases on a Marcn 5 l991 letter trom 
M H Camooeii to WJ Kehew mat contained tne aaenoa for ine QARG-.1 SPP' -eetino. oview criteria. and --e SPP eview assignments T7-e QARG-; (SPP) consislteo o s!x memoers Itcur reviewers. an Execurtve Tha;rman. amio an Executive Secretarv) 7-e aaenca cazieo •'oevewing 47 SPPs cur;ng a wo-dav sersce.  --e Executrve Chairman ano tne Executive Secretary were no, assicneo to Denorm any to -. ai reviews. Eacrt 

:" -e remainino !our memoers were assionea aooroximateiv 2c S-s -.- review ana were to cocument their 
z.zrrents or~or Lc arnenoance at the meeting Tweive SPPs were assioned to a;i tour reviewers while ne "e'naining 35 SPPs nao only one ass.orea reviewer 7-e acenca staec -al the reviewers were to raomrelv :.!.e• assbanes oroceoures for t.e given crteria. Te ouroosa o* ne two-day meeting was :o c:scuss oniv tne 

"eviewers comments -0 see it me comments nac merit and tc c'nsolidate me comments 

"aooearea mat tre Dosmon taKen Ov the GARG-, for 35 of m,"e SPPs was not Dasea on a mcrouan review ot 
:e SPPs ov ali the QARG-I .SFPi -esmoers. o0t XcSisteda 0' aInom CheCKS oV one memoer wrose 
'omments were only reviewed ana concurreo watn Dv ire entire QARG-I (SPPt 

The auart team reviewed the dratt SPP 2.01 revision m :!iat nad teen reviewed Dv me QARG-, ýSPP) for 
omoiiance wrtn DOE-RW-0214 CARD. The auort team noted t?,at me oraft SPP 2.01. revision I is not 

aceauate an( not c=moiete aecause )omrary to ASME NOA-i-.989 Suoiement 6S-I. Paragraon 2.b SPP 
2.01 does not identftv who is resoonsiote for assximing me reviewers: 2. contrary to Paragraon 2.c SPP 2.^1 
soes not reouire Mat documents to reviewed for adecuacv. comoteteness. ano correctness: ano 3) contrarV 
'o Section 3 SPP 2.01 does not address mapor or -iinor c.anoes. coos not reduire mat hie reviewwvi 
organuzation nave access to oeritnent oacKarouno data or intormaton ujocn which to oase tt'eir aoDrovaj. anr Joes not reduire mnat ite samie or•anization wno Dertormeo ins onrinai review also review revisions unless 
anotrer organization is soecrricaiv dessinatec.  

"'e auart team aiso revieweo SPP 2.05. revision 0 that had teen reviewea ov the tour review team memoers.  
The SPP was not aoeauate in that it tailed to orovtoe a method wrM OsiecttV crtitena on now to determine mot 
0ocumerm worx that is sublect to auaitiv assurance orogram reouiremerns. This violates the CARD reouirement 
mat *a meth0o snail De oeveloeo to dcenttty items and activities to wncn tme duaiity assurance on:tram 
wanes." The SPP fails to satisfy the "Puroose" section st the SPP. wnict states that 'this oroceoure ceicioM 
the measures reoutrec to delineate the quatity-anfecting activities to D. Dorrormeo... Also. the SPP orovoes 
an incomolete definition st 'items arn activities imoortant to safety ana waste isolation.: The definition never 
defines imoortant to waste ioiatin" (reference NUREG-1 318). However. tne miaor concern wtnt the 5oeQuadv 
of the SPP is that even d the definition was correct, the definition has no ciear retevancy to the estaoiishment 
of crrtena tor determining EM-343 wont that is su3iecM to duality assurance orogram reouirements.  

Block 7 (contmiuei 

!he cause ot the a0versoe condition ano the olanneo corrective action to orevent recurrence. P'ovioe the resoonsmio 
oerson and oianneo comatetin date for each identitied action.
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CORECIV ACIO RE ES T 

Contromtng Document Retatoo Rooort No.  
DOE.EMwO'102. Rev C ýaeo 'c go Auarl HQ- 91 -003 

osooflsmieO rganizatpon Cscussoo Withn 
EM-343 j. Stancider. J.S-n'trt. J. Hefnnessey 

C~sos D.0e ROSOOnSiowly to r C-orrective Action StoC WON r Ordr Y or N 
ZEM-34.3 Sao Nola 

ý'esutroem~n 

Suooaraoraort 2 7. ý Adottior.aiau~a;.rv ass.irance Dooo'amr activities ior waste accootarice orocess act:v'ries ot hifl-40yol 
Nasie formn covabooment arto c-;aftca:.or. leamno --o o-oumton rmave oeon estaoiusnea ano rcearmeiatc to salisNv the B 

ouemnsc, DOE'RW-C2' 4 -ese "c--a !,e *c-cv-nq, , Es-ao::sni,-c a-c .- Coeme--: B s,/s,,e'rat~c metmod 
*nicn cý;a:iv assuranc ac,-vrtes are se 9ec-ec arc aco-ec to waste accaotar.ce oroCess ac: ..,, as c, - *evo; waste 
.-- ceveiocý-err a".dl cý.ai ,ca,,.c'

Adverso uGOncri on

EM-34.3 has not eStaolisned or molemnenfec a systematic nmetoo tor defining tne wofl ttrat ;s suciect. -c'.no EM-34-3 CA 
:;rograrr recuitrements. SPP 2.!CS. *Seeoctive Aooncation o- Qaiiry Assurance ACiv'ZeS.- was not issued at tme timne of 

e- aud;t. No metnfld existed ,or .ne saemetv a~ooiation of CA activ~t;es to EEM-34-3 WOTK

-eco~meiodActionisi.  

,enrf1v m~e trnfediai a~ionS taKnor. Of!e D ta~en to correct trie soecdtc deticienceGS noloo -r EcoK E -vestigato titO 

:nrtratcr Ca:. 3arrtV Leyei- Aoorovoa ov Date..  

-C.G. qalo'naa ý 8/29/91i L Q 
-- ,vermfcation at Correcttve Action: 

Corrective Act=o Comolateo and Acceomeo: 'Closure Aoorovea By: 

GAR D___________ ate ______ OA _________________ 

.. a" two -- m omm a. G - - 0 is". ~-owmm-9 %m.f
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C

E-ox ? C fnnuea) 

-oact in at in iaCK 01 navina a a. ac :.c svsw- -aa on i ae WOrn De~rl~eQ tc cate. ano icentr-v 9e-ec~a: acncns taxen -co taxen to crrec, t.".e aooric-a: ce-c aec as eoi',90 C-, C S veiC.---*-- ---* z:a-.se o, eacn -aticiancv arc mne overail cause zra-; oarr-c ,re acvgrSe C~_,Io c. :cur. 0onm.'V t'ne Ccrreciva ac~,-ns necessarv 
*: ev8YntrOr*Currence 0? eacn cehc;er'.cv a-,c -.- aave'se concjtUon P--cVoe Ine reSoorS :) e oe~sz- a-'c oiannec 

-::rno:etcon cate tor oacn icent-ri.ea ac~:.-s
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN : ___AT,-__ 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SH E E__ 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY QA 

WASHINGTON. D.C. was___NO ____07 

CORECIV ACIO EUS 1q, 
Comntowlng Document Related Reloom No.  

DOEIE/W0102. Rev 0. dateso 10190 Audit H0-91-003 
ýsosonsiois organrization Discussoo with 

E.M-3s3 K. Chacey. R. Torm. R Stoc~man 
'ý9001131LSU Qu Rlisooioilrry for Crrectve Action Stoo wvorx Oroer Y' or N 

EM-3.43 See Note 
"c~uirrnamen 
Daraoraw 1 2.2 states. T"e"n Vrirrf~cation P'miects eranc,- C~t.et is assisiec in managing ano c~remc.:n HLW cuajrrv 
assura'-. ~oarams ov suocon services contractors. wrio orovice a ril-W O),aiitv Assurance Pý=.-amr Ma',acer..

Ad:verse, ý:nrl 
7-e \v',ica:joM Ploiecis Brancn Chief has not tilfe. Ine HLW Q~ai~rv Assurance Program Manaaer ocS'tc'

-e~mmnoecActionts,.  

~er~ eremedial ations to I* takenl to Correct tIn Oetctgencies noted :n BlocK 6. Iderrtrtv !Me caUSe ol~ 

* rorDate: Sever[ty Level - .2Aooroveo oy Date: 

~ ~ 1 2 V3 C 

Verification or Corrective Actin: 

'Corrective Aactm COM01eteo and Aocepto: 7 C1031re Aporovelo By: 

OAR __________Date ____0_ OA
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�C 9�St)

aoverse cna.•tion ant leo olannoo c"•'rec- ve ac-;c" :c sevemn rec.;",ence '_-v oe me e'S:- C..r's6 - a-Z o:ame~ c 
Z ,•~ero., cate rot eac-. :ae nm ea ac-:,-:
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN_______ 

RADbOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT Sý7_ -r_ __ 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CA 
WASHINGTON, D.C. N9S NO 507____ 

C-ontromring Document Reiatoo Reocorl No.  
SPP 4 04. Rev. 0. Cateo 2.290 Audrt HO-91-03 

ýýesonsmisi Oroanizaiion Z)scusseo Wrrtm 
EM-343 Mclntosri 

Resconfse LJLJ Resooflsio~iitv to., Corrective Action Stoo W'ortx Groet Y' or N 
-=M-343 See Note 

;~eouirsmsmt 
:ýaracraor Sý z7 Thýe Evaiuatorn cocL fents any ceviatioris or, a ceviatiorn 'eon: r accorca-ce wrz- SFF 5 C'

A 'verse ý7ton'ic 

3eficienctes conlirtio in Surveiiarice Recort 91 EA-VP.S-0,03. ca-,sc 6-1,4.91 were no, documeantec c- ceviation rSooots.  
!-i aoortiori ýo action mao to~en tai~er to correct ins jaenititld oeticieric:es. 7-* oaticiencies riaoc oon mciucao in trioe 
Qwaiirv Imnoovemerir Log atamer imam oeingc cocurnentec on ceviation 'SOOrtS. 7T5 surveillance reocrl mac not oeen 
.accaotec' tv EM-343.  

Deta-s- S~x sionrlicant deficiencies were loonitilie ov tng surveilance team' - ie areas o- CA crcg~ramn oefiniion 
;-ci..;cmo !acK of an EM-343 CA Procrarn M~anaoeri. -noiementation arid ccrronrmarce to oroceo.res f900rCS and 
,eorcs manacement. orientration.'Training. cocument =oriroi. and inritetiori- -,o cama T 1,9 surveiiance -earn comirnltmec.  

" aiso aocoare o E ioe Surveilarice team tmat imolemnentation may oe sioweo ov an aooarentl acK 0: a co Moreflensrve 
..ncerstrianoc or rtre CA Prccra-r Dv E.M*34 oersortrnei ami ri-nouse resources 

-eocrnmenoeo Actiornrs): 

century rrme remedial aictions to De taxen to correct tns ceticiencies notedi in BiOCK 6. iaenrtdv tr~e ca"Se or 'ne 

"'ýTlator Oate. Sevefrit Level - A~oroveo 01' Oats: 

L. Waco 8/29'91 OQA ______ 

Verification or Corrective Action: 

6 Corrective Action Gomotetec and Acceoate: iClosure Aooroveo By: 
CAR __________Date ____0_ OA 

%m G"1111 -111 d"61111111 asm I14Wmm m 11630 a ~O.w ILbmm 00M& son. lo on*s "UN pAmsi ftb iýO
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=!OCK 7 =n't'uoea 

adversecondrtion ano tnaomanineac crec(7ve ac,;orrcorevent recurrence ý;'cv'oe tre rosor~s:Oje Dfitson ando oiannea 
:dmoletion ca:e to, eacr ' cenTrlec ac.;c
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CAR .P 0 O-Q-4? 
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN DATE 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SHEE7 OF 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY QA 
WASHINGTON, D.C. WBsNO 807 

ControIng Document I I Roleea Rooort No.  
Each SPP and OOEFEMWOW02. Rev. 0. dated 10,S1 Audit HO-9 1-03 

2 ResoonsisO Organiza•ion " Diacuuaa With 
EM-343 K. Chacey, R. Stockman. R. Torm 

.Resoornse Due " r sitmy for Corrective Action Stoo Wofl Order Y or N 
EM-343 See Note 

Reouirement: 
The Sc.oe of oacn Standard Practice Procedure states, -The orovssons of this ... SPP aoily onity to tin organization(s) 
S'111 has ... nad it invoKeO oy contractuai or otr means., 

DOEIEMMO/02. Subovaorapn 4.1.1 (2): Administratirve suocort oontra' are me veniuie tmrougn wnic'n Hewoauartm 
-mains teonncat SuDOort in carrying out its management cuties. Such contracts soecry otmn tie tecnnca anca quajry 
assurance reouiroments as weii as aoministratnve ano financtai consiaerations.'

£ .�. �4uvsr5e �ononacn:
Acoverso U.oncrtion: 

The administrative suoport contract for 8DM does not reouire 8DM to perform worx in accroance wrtn the SPPs or the 
EM-343 QAPD.

Recommendoe Action4s): 

Identify the remeoiaJ actions to be taken to correct the oef4ciencies noted in Bkxk 6. Provide tne rescons1016 

Vordication of Corrective Action:

"ftm" 6" Si M m .in mm v.W mm4mm m0m0e , L t .Ow•m......• IMSL. goo Iime i p .. %mm -m a.

"' Corrective Acton Complete ano Accepoe: j Closure Approved By: 
QAR Date_ _ OQA
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sAR 40 kO-91-442 
:A7F 

S•EE ':• F _

Block 7 (ccntinusl 

oerson anao olanneo crnoieston oats for eacn ientnmea action.

I
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CARNO -O-O9-04,3 

OFFICE OF CIVILIAN CATE 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SHEFT CF 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY QA 
WASHINGTON, D.C. was NO 607 

'Con•roiii Oocumenm Re~tea Reorn No.  
DOEJEMAWO/02. Rev. 0. dates 10/90 Auda HO-1-003 

Resoonsai organtmon "tDishu o Wrh 
S EM-4.3 H. Walter. J. Smith 

I Response Ou() Roonhipiunly tor Correct"v A n j Stop Wor Order Y or N 

EM-343 See Note 
Recuirement: 

SSuboparagraph 2.7.1 (3): "The overview oractice inouaes the foilowing aarvnies: Review and acce•tance o0 Ooeruxoms 
Offices ouasitv assurance oans -no imoiamenting procedures.-

Adverse Cnani•on: 

EM-343 has not reveweo ano acceoted tie West Valley or Ricntano Oeraons Offi..ce moiementing procedures.  

Note: West Valley's QAPO had been conarftonaily aocgoteo. The QAPDs for Richlano OCerazions Office ano 
Westinghouse tpertorming contractor) Mao been relecteo.

Recommenceo Action(s): 

Identify te remedial =ct1ns talen or to 0e taKen to correct the soecific aefconctes notedl in Blocr 6. Provide Me 

Inoitiaor Date: Severy Leves. Approveo oy Date: 
R.D. Brown 1 2A1 DA 

' Vericaton ot Correcive Action: 

, Correcuve Actin Compieteo ma Accepted: " Closure Approved By: 

QAR Date_ OOA 

mm: iomu m m Wl am liiii'iig 4 O -so " M4066 11011111111111 ra"-
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CORECIV ACIO S ES T 

Block~ 7 (cornmuemo 

esosil oeson aria pannea CmO.-gltin date tor eacri identrtwc action.

CAR NO H0-41ý3 

ýATE 

SJ E ET zc -)F
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ATFACHMENT 4 
WASTE VITRIFCATION PROJECTS BRANCH 

HQ-91-003 AUDIT PERSONNEL LIST

NAME

H.P. Brown 
R.D. Brown 
J.T. Buckley 
K. Carter 
K. Chacey 
R.W. Clark 
J.T. Conway 
S.L. Crawford 
A. Dasu 
J.P. Dreis 
N.C. Frank 
T.S. Gutmann 
I.E. Hennessey 
D.G. Horton 
I.E. Irvin 
I.J. Leffinan 
W.J. McClanahan 
T. McIntosh 
C.D. Morell 
F.E. Nash 
H.P. Nguyen 
C.J. Pa.ton 
K.G. Picha, Jr.  
T.E. Rodgers 
S. Rodick 
J.L. Smith 
J. Standifer 
R.E. Stockman 
R.G. Thomas 
R. Toro 
V. Trice 
0. Truskett 
L.R. Wade 
C.G. Walenga 
H.F. Walter 
J.C. Yocum 
J.A. Youmans

ORGANIZATI!ON 

PDC 
CER 
USNRC 
EM-343 
EM-343 
OCRWM OQA 
USNRC 
BDM/SAIC 
BDM/SAIC 
BDM/SAIC 
CER 
EM-343 
EM-343 
RW-3 
WHC 
SAIC 
BDM/SAIC 
EM-343 
CER 
Duke Eng/TESS 
EM-343 
PDC 
BDM/SAIC 
CER.  
PDC 
PDC 
PDC 
BDM/SAIC 
CER 
BDM/SAIC 
EM-343 
EM-343 
Weston 
CER 
EM-343 
BDM/SAIC 
BDM/SAIC

PRE
AUDITTITLE

Staff Advisor 
QA Spec/Auditor 
QA Engr/Obs.  
Secretary 
WVP Branch Chief 
Director, HQAD 
SR WA Engr/Obs.  
SR QA Engr.  
QA Support 
Engr.  
Lead QA Spec/ATL 
Prog. Mgr.-DWPF 
Ast. Prog. Mgr-HWVP 
Director, OQA 
EM 
Mgr. QA Group 
Sr. QA Engr.  
Prog. Mgr-WVDP 
QA Spec/Auditor 
QA Audit Mgr/Obs 
Ast Prog Mgr DWPF 
Staff Advisor 
Sr. Staff Mbr.  
QA Spec/Auditor 
Principal Eng.  
Staff Adv.  
Program Manager 
Dpty. QA Mgr.  
QA Spec/Auditor 
QA Support 
Prog. Mgr.-HWVP 
Tech. Rev. Mgr.  
Sr. Qual. Engr/Audt 
QA Spec/Auditor 
Phy. Scientist 
Staff Member 
QA Support

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x

CONTACTED 
DURING 
AUDIT

x 

x 
x

x 
x 

x 
x

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x

x 
x 
x 

x 

x

POST
AUDIT

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x
x 
x


